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Ralliers argue
vote validity
by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

More than 35 letters to the office of University President Paul 01scamp at the culmination of a rally for divestment held Thursday
afternoon in the Union Oval.
Olscamp was out of his office for the day, but the participants were
told the letters would be forwarded to him.
The letters were collected from a group of about 100 people who
listened to 11 speakers present their reasons for opposing the apartheid government in South Africa.
According to Cliff Brooks, who spoke for the Racial Justice Committee, if students at the University are supportive of companies doing business in South Africa, then people should begin to evaluate
why they attend the University.
' "The USG vote that was done was totally illegal," Brooks said.
"They did not have the required 10 percent to vote on it."
D See Rally, page 4.

Assembly halts
USG resolution
by Scott Korpowskl
reporter

Undergraduate Student
Government voted not to propose its resolution against
divestment to the BGSU Foundation.
In Thurdsay's General Assembly meeting, the proposal
was rejected by an 11-7 vote,
with seven assembly members
abstaining.
USG's constitution prevents
the drafting of a referendum
against divestment because less
than 10 percent of the student

body voted on the issue.
The legislation, Senate BUI
8788-23, stated that the undergraduate student body had the
opportunity to vote as to
whether the BGSU Foundation
should divest of its holdings in
South Africa. The students voted
682 to 609 against divestment at
the USG open election, April
13-14, according to the proposed
legislation.
The resolution, weaker than a
referendum, was proposed to
voice the results of the students'
opinion on the issue.
n See Divestment, page 4.

7 gunmen free
bank hostages
LOS MOODS, Mexico (AP) - Seven gunmen who held 41
people prisoner f allowing * failed bank robbery in northern
Mexico ended their siege yesterday and escaped with two Red
Cross workers as hostages 24 boors after the ordeal began.
"Thanks to you, the hostages are safe," a policeman shouted
to the hundreds o7people who had gathered outside the bank as
the siege ended. The crowd bsd pressed officials to resolve the
crisis peacefully.
Five people were killed and 15 wounded in the tense standoff
inthhOtttfof California port
SinaJoa state Gov. Francisco Labastfda Ochoa said the gunmen left in two armored carsjtaking wtm them two Red Gross
rescue workers as hostages. The govern*, speaking on television, said the cars had enough gasoline for the gunmen to leave
tbedty.
"We're not deceiving anyone," Labasttda Ochoa said. "We
simply reached an agreement In winch we could safeguard

Eg?

The governor also said there were no injuries in a i
incident during the morning, in which the gunmen
weapons from a pickup truck outside the bank. Barli
reports were that one gunman was wounded by police fire.
One of the gunmen, speaking by telephone with a radio'
station in Culiacan, the state capital, said this morning that
they had reached an agreement with Red Cross workers for the
gunmen to leave the building safely.
The gunman, who gave his name only as Alfredo, said two of
them went oat beading toward an ambulance but went hstead
toward a pickup truck, where they grabbed some got*.
The police started firing and the gunmen rushed back inside,
Alfredo said. The private major television network Televise
said one of them was wounded.
"We have more weapons new," Alfredo said. "Here there
are many innocent people. ... We are all going to die.... They
did not comply. They started to shoot
"Let mem give us the helicopter ...or we are goingtoblow up
all of this... We don't want innocent people to rfie, but if we are
going to die, innocent people are going toss well."

Friday
OStudents can save money by renting
apartments and houses during the summer in Bowling Green, see story page
three.
DAn award-winning residence-hall
friendship is recognized, see story page
five.
D Kidnappers to try U.S. Marine officer
on spy charges, see story page six.
DSeven Falcon spring sports teams
are In action over the weekend, see story
page seven.

Tanduxolo Ntuzakhe, a graduate student in chemistry, looks over a sign
at yesterday afternoon's divestment rally in the Union Oval. About 100
people listened to the 11 speakers who voiced their disapproval of the Apartheld government in South Africa. At .ne conclusion of the rally the

BG News/Mark Thalman
group presented 35 letters opposing the BGSU Foundation's * 100,000
invested In companies that do business In South Africa to President Olscamp.

Miami CI. retains terms
by Beth Church
staff reporter

Reminiscent of the 1960s, unrest seems to be springing up on
college campuses all over Ohio.
While the Peace Pole controversy continues in Bowling
Green, feminists at Miami University are determined to expel
sexism from their school.
The Miami Board of Trustees,
however, unanimously defeated
the students' proposal to eliminate the term freshman" from
all university publications.
Trustees also voted five to
three against changing the
words of the school's alma
mater to delete male references.
Elizabeth Braeman, a member of Miami's Association for
Women Students, was one of the
leading sponsors of the two proposals.

"The word 'freshman' is an
archaic term,'' she said.
Braeman, a senior economics
and political science major, who
is also vice president of the Student Senate, said the legislation
was passed by the Senate, the
Student Affairs Council and the
University Senate, before being
presented to the Board of
Trustees.
The negative decision,
however, was a big suprise to
the campus, according to an editor of the campus newspaper,
the Miami Student
"Nobody ever considered the
trustees wouldn't approve it,"
said Andy Strickman, assistant
editorial editor.
Strickman said it was even
more surprising after a random
survey of alumni, done by the
trustees, revealed two to one
support of the proposals.

"One of the board's major
concerns was how alumni would
feel, and then they just overlooked the results of their survey," be said.
Braeman also said President
Paul Pearson brought a petition
to the Trustees meeting, signed
by 100 students opposed to the
legislation.
T>
Although he gave a neutral
recommendation,
really negative," she said.
She said AWS was inspired to
begin the proposals because 1968
is the 100th anniversary of
women admitted to Miami University.
"We just felt that it was about
time. They've been saying upperclass students instead of upperclassmen, why not first-year
students?" Braeman said.
This controversial issue is not
the first to be raised by AWS.

according to Strickman.
"AWS has turned into a hate
group. A lot of people on campus
see the leaders as radical feminists stepping outside their
bounds," he said.
The 100 female members have
publicly protested campus
events such as the Miss Miami
pageant and a Greek date auction, he said.
Strickman also said the group
operates an all-female escort
service, whose motto is "All
men are potential rapists."
Despite this year's ruling,
both Strickman and Braeman
said they anticipate a change in
the future.
"It will probably be when
every other school decides,
though. Change here takes an eternity," Braeman said.

'Freshman' accepted at BG
by Beth Church
staff reporter

University feminists do not seem to have
caught the fever that inspired Miami University female students to propose changing
the word "freshman" to "first-year student" in university publications.
"Although we haven't discussed it, I don't
think it's out of the question," said Rona
Klein, adviser for Women for Women.

Klein said she believes most people do not
consider language to be that significant.
"People think they're making a big deal
out of nothing. It is important," she said.
Audra Wilson, a member of Women for
Women, said the group would consider
taking tip the cause if it were widely accepted.
"At Miami, they've got real power, and a
lot of support," she said.
Virginia Platt, a member of the University
Board of Trustees, said the Board would

consider such a proposal if a majority of the
campus were backing it.
"In my interpretauon, 'freshman' is a
generic word, not describing a sex. If the
students supported it, though, I certainly
wouldn't'fight it." she said.
Platt said she also was not suprised by the
defeat of the proposal by Miami's Board of
Trustees.
"It's a pretty conservative campus," she
said.

News in Brief
Meese III. claiming his lax enfrocement of U.S.
• r>\
I
J anti-trust laws allowed corporate takeovers to get
in V^leveland out of hand,
/-»i
r> •».
"We have a Labor Department and an (National
*J laSS LltV
Labor Relations Board) that won't stand up for
America because we have got an attorney general
CLEVELAND (AP) — Michael Dukakis praised who couldn't tell the difference between anti-trust
fellow Democratic presidential candidate Jesse and antifreeze." Dukakis said.
Jackson as a respected adversary Thursday while
He also used the stop in the heavily blue-collar
attacking present and former Reagan adrrunistra- region to say he would press for strong trade legistion officials during a brief stop here. The Massa- lation if be becomes president.
chusetts governor addressed the City Club in
"We're going to encourage management and
Cleveland on Thursday night before flying to labor to work together, not as enemies but as alToledo where he was to spendthe night.
lies, to outhustle, outproduce, out-sell and outDukakis attacked Attorney General Edwin compete every nation on earth," he said.
r-x i
i •
■
DUKaKlS SpOke
, .
. . .i
and Slept in the

In remarks aimed at former White House
spokesman Larry Speakes, Dukakis said he would
never allow a press secretary to issue news
releases without his approval. Speaks revealed in
his book "Speaking Out'' published this month that
he had fabricated quotes for the president without
his knowledge,
"I have a quaint policy as governor: no press
release will ever go out of my office in my name
without me reviewing it first, he said. If I m ever
president of the United States, I can assure you I
will have Press secretary that reports on what I
say and does not compose things as he goes
along."
—by Geoffrey Barnard
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'Dial-a-porn' ban
limits adult rights

Insubstantial numbering
wanted the Bowling Green
Foundation to remove its
$100,000 invested in corporations
doing business in South Africa,
whose white minority government enforces a system of apartheid — that is, apartness on
the country's black majority. A
•no' vote meant the voter wanted
those investments to remain.

First, phone calls. What next?
On Tuesday, the United States Supreme
Court approved a ban on "dial-a-porn" phone services, using the fact that young children can call
the numbers without parental consent as its reasonTrue, young children should not be calling the
numbers, which offer varying pornographic messages at an exorbitant cost — as some unexpecting
parents' phone bills reflect.
But, is it not limiting the constitutional rights of
Americans — telling citizens that they cannot call
such numbers, nor can companies offer such services?
According to Barry Lynn, a counsel to the American Civil Liberties Union, the ban "intrudes on the
privacy and the free-speech rights of adult Americans."
As stated in the Declaration of Independence,
Congress cannot limit freedom of expression. But is
expressing controversial or different opinions
exempted from this doctrine?
Ultimately;, the companies offering the pornographic services are at fault for their demise.
The companies owe it to the nation to apply their
own restrictions to providing their services, instead
of offering a free-for-all business venture.
In establishing the phone service, a method for
filtering calls should have been created. To prevent
abuse, the system could have been developed on a
membership basis.
If a person would like to use the phone service, allow them to pay a membership fee and obtain an
access number. When calling, only calls using correct access numbers would receive the messages.
Thus, young children would not be able to see a
phone number for the service somewhere and call,
running up $3,000 phone bills.
Although the Supreme Court was ruling to protect
the younger generation, the ruling goes beyond its
realm in banning the services entirely.
As mature adults, Americans should have the
right to decide whether or not they want to call and
listen to pornographic messages.
It's our constitutional right.

Taco craving
saved her life
By Deb Gottschalk
Sunday afternoon someone
shot the BG News. Actually,
they shot at the windows on the
second floor of West Hall.
Maybe it was someone who was
drunk on a Sunday afternoon,
and happened to have his high
powered sling shot out. Maybe it
was a person with a personal
vendetta against the BG News.
Either way, the person who shot
at the the newsroom from Founders was completely ignorant.
Usually, I wouldn't be terribly
bothered by the fact that the
windows in a campus building
were blown out on a weekend,
because I never really considered the danger involved.
Now I do, and the person responsible should know also.
Whoever decided to fire away at
our windows should realize
something. People do come into
the buildings on the weekends.
On Sunday afternoon I was in
the newsroom writing a story
and working on homework. I left
for two hours (from 1:00
p.m.-3:00 p.m.) because I was
hungry, and when I returned
huge pieces of glass were strewn
over my work area and computer terminal, and the window
above the desk had been shat-

tered. The maintenance man
who came later said that pieces
of glass that large and heavy
could cut a person in half, or at
least cut someone badly. If I
hadn't had a craving for a taco, I
would have been sitting at the
desk next to that window, and
would have been hurt, maybe
decapitated or dead. After all, I
was alone in the building.
I was shaken by this thought.
77ie News keeps its shades
closed and the windows are tinted, so the person could not have
known I was there. But next
time someone wants to use a gun
or sling shot and shoot at campus buildings for fun, use your
brain. Not only will the students
of this University end up paying
for the three large windows that
have to be replaced from the
outside at a large cost, but
someone was almost seriously
hurt. Next time myself, or
someone else, might not be so
lucky. Please think about the
consequences of your actions.
And, if someone was in the
courtyard in between West Hall
and Founders Sunday between
1:00 and 3:00 p.m. and heard or
saw something, please call the
campus police.
Gottschalk, a junior newseditorial journalism major from
New Falrfield, Connecticut, is
Editor o/Friday Magazine.
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Tuesday's BG News was one
of the most interesting issues I've ever read, and, no, I'm not referring to Loring Crepeau's column.
But speaking of that column,
Loring suggested that the University seriously consider my
offer in February to speak at
commencement. All I can say to
Loring is that it's a lost cause.
I would have been brief, affordable, and, as a grad student
who is a temporary faculty
member, I might have appealed
to both students and faculty. In
short, my offer made much too
much sense to win approval.
I appreciated Loring's support, what I didn't appreciate
was his shot at the Sex Beatles,
who happen to be friends of
mine. Said Loring, "Only Craig
is a good enough singer to salvage the Sex Beatles' cacaphonicbleatings."
Of course, the first seven
words in that sentence are
enough to call Loring's credibility as a music critic permanently into question.
But, as I said, Loring's column, stimulating as it was,
wasn't the most interesting item
in Tuesday's paper. The stories
and editorial about the USG
elections cop that honor.
Specifically. I'm referring to
the vote on divestment. A'yes'
vote on the issue meant the voter

In case you missed the story,
the undergraduate students
voted against divestment by a
count of682 to 609, a difference
of 73 votes.
What I found really interesting were the comments of Jim
Perry, USG vice president and
chairman of the opinions and
elections board, said that he
would draft a resolution presenting the results to the general assembly of USG.
"It has been the policy of this
administration to follow the wishes of the student body, and I
expect we will stay consistent
and vote for investment. We will
be the only official body on campus to take that stance."
Perry wasn't bothered by the
closeness of the vote. "If it were
really close, we wouldn't take a
stand. But I would call this a
substantial margin," he said.
To Mr. Perry, then, 73 is a
substantial number. In light of
that revelation, I would like to
share some more numbers with
him.
First of all, there are approximately 17,000 undergraduate
students on campus. Of those
17,000 2,450 voted for USG
president. That means 14,550
didn't bother to vote.
But I'm sure Mr. Perry
doesn't need to be reminded
about student apathy and I'm
sure he shares my frustration
with it. But he might be Interested in some other numbers.
Of the 2,450 students who

voted for USG president, only
1,291, or roughly half, voted on
the divestment issue. 1,159
didn't vote on the issue, even
though they were there at the
polls. I would wonder whether
Mr. Perry finds that number
substantial.
Another number Mr. Perry
might find interesting is 1,700.
That's the number that constitutes 10 per cent of the under§raduate student body, and
IUS, the number of votes required by the USG Constitution
for an issue to be considered valid.
The divestment issue produced 1,291 votes, or 409 short of
the total demanded by the constitution. The turnout fell short
by 24 percent.
So, let's look again at the basis
for Mr. Perry's recommendation that USG go on record as supporting the Bowling
Green Foundation's investments. 691 out of 1,291 out of
2,450 out of 17,000.
That 73 is certainly a substantial number.
Here are some other numbers
Mr. Perry, as well as everyone
else on campus, should consider.
A year ago, pro-divestment petitions with 2,000 signatures of
students and faculty members
were presented to the Bowling
Green Foundation. But 2,000 is, I
guess, unsubstantial.
Last fall, the Faculty Senate
voted 45 to seven for divestment.
The difference in that vote was
86 percent. But 86,1 guess, is an
unsubstantial number.
In looking to last week's vote
as the basis for his decision on
divestment, Mr. Perry provides
a classic example of a danger to
democracy outlined by Walter
Lippmann in his Essays in the
Public Philosophy. Lippmann,
one of the finest journalists and

essayists this country has produced, warned his readers oi the
paralyzing role that public opinion can play.
Lippmann described politicians as having their ears to
the ground, gauging public opinion, and then giving the public
what it wants, whether or not
what is wanted is what is
needed.
According to Lippmann, our
society has put public opinion on
a pedestal, what we ought to do,
says Lippmann, is put it in its
place.
"I am far from implying that
the voters are not entitled to the
representation of their particular opinions and interests,"
writes Lippmann. "But their
opinions and interests should be
taken for what they are and no
more.... (T]he statistical sum of
their opinions is not the final
verdict on an issue. It is, rather,
the beginning of the argument."
If there is any validity to
Lippmann's case here, Mr.
Perry would seem to have things
backward if he takes a 73 vote
margin from 1,291 to signal the
end of the divestment debate.
But I am afraid the University
will confirm Lippmann's fears
about the workings of democracy, at least on this issue, at
least for now. I expect most students to respond to last week's
vote on divestment exactly the
way Mr. Perry has. They will
point to the vote and say, "The
student body has spoken."
And they have. In a thunderous whisper.
Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for the News.
He is currently teaching a section of "Great Ideas" that includes in its required readings
an excerpt from Walter Lippmann's "Essays in the Public
Philosophy."

Date rape can happen anywhere
By Barbara Hoffman
This school year has brought
what seems to be an increase in
the incidents of acquaintance
rape. Maybe people are more
aware and willing to discuss
what has happened to them.
Perhaps their visit to the
Women's Health Clinic makes
them feel more comfortable to
discuss their incident of date
rape.
A typical situation we may
hear a patient discuss may go
like this. "Well, I had intercourse since my last period — but it
wasn't planned.' With further
questioning by the nurse practitioner or physician she continues. "Well, my friend and I were
at a party. This guy who I met
before — he seemed really nice
— he asked me to go to his room
or be said he'd walk me back to
my dorm. Well, when we got
there he seemed real nice — lie
started to try to take my blouse
off — I said no — but he wouldn't
stop — he said I'd like it — that I
really wanted it — then before I
knew it he was holding me down
on the bed. I probably had too
much to drink because I just
wasn't strong enough to get him
off of me — But I said "No, —
stop it." Then before I knew it —
it was all over. I couldn't believe

he did that — and he just got up
and left me —Then I see him a
day or two later and he acts like
nothing happened."
Sometimes the woman may
not be quite as open with such information. After obtaining a
health history during a visit, she
may have an exam. She may become very uncomfortable, she
may put her hands over her face
or start to cry. The nurse practitioner or physician may stop the
exam and ask what she is feeling
— she may not say anything.
Then the nurse practitioner or
physician may question her
about her sexual activity or history of sexual assault and she
may just nod her head "yes."
Again, a story of date rape unfolds.
Acquaintance rape or date
rape is forced sexual intercourse by a friend or an acquaintance. It is an act of violence,
aggression and power. A woman
is forced to have sex against her
will.
Acquaintance rape can happen anywhere — it even happens

in your hometown and at BGSU.
Studies show there is a high incidence among college freshmen. In one survey, one in two
college women reported being
the victim of some form of sexual aggression. Also, one in four
college men admitted having
used sexual aggression with
women. Many times acquaintance rape is not reported so
these numbers may not show the
true incidence.
A woman may not seek help or
tell someone about the rape because she may not see it as being
rape. She may feel ashamed,
guilty or frightened.
There is no single solution to
the prevention of acquaintance
rape. However, students need to
be aware that it can happen.
These helpful hints may help
avoid acquaintance rape.
1. Know your sexual desires
and limitations and communicate them clearly.
2. Often men interpret passive
behavior as permission, so
women, be assertive with
someone who is sexually pursu-

ing you.
3. Know that your nonverbal
actions send messages, and also
be aware of the nonverbal messages that others send.
4. Both men and women
should avoid excessive use of alcohol and drugs which interferes
with clear thinking.
5. Men, accept a woman's
right to say no. Do not interpret
it as a personal rejection.
If you need medical or counseling assistance please contact
the Student Health Center,
Counseling Center, or the
Emergency Room at Wood
County Hospital. For legal assistance, you may wish to notify
campus security or Bowling
Green Police. We are here to
help you so please phone for assistance. An exam for STD
screening and pregnancy testing
is important along with counseling to help cope with feelings. So
6lease contact the Health Center
you need help. "Acquaintance
Rape is Dating Dangerous" by
ACHA —1987.
Hoffman is a nurse/clinician
for the Student Health Service.

THREE OF THE W0RLPS MOST
UNSTABLE ELEMENTS.

Letters
Student body is real
loser of USG election
Mr. Taliaferro:
I would like to apologize profusely for those of us who can not
find it in our hearts to understand and/or forgive. It seems
to me that the real losers of the
recent election are we, the student body — not you. It would
have been nice to have a president who addressed issues other
than lust the parking problem.
Thanks for caring though.
Peace,
LisaBarnett
446Bromfield

Respond
The BG News editorial
P«ge is your campus
fortoxi.
Letters should be about
»M00 words, lypewritten,
double spaced, and signed.
Addrewsubnjjjiskiosto:
The BG News
Mitortal Editor
214 West Hall
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by Berke Breathed
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Budgeting adds up Average rent costs
for vice president low during summer
by Amy Buiketl
staff reporter
One percent to a student may mean the difference between an 'A' or a 'B,' but to the University
vice president of planning and budgeting, it could
mean as much as SI million.
Christopher Dalton said when dealing with figures, even the smallest mistake is a crucial one.
"The job entails detailed analysis and projections of budgets. I have to be
very careful. If I'm off J percent,
that is a million dollars," he
said.
Dalton, who permanently replaced Richard Eakin last July,
also has a number of offices that
report to him, such as the bursar, registrar, computer services, telecommunications, and
internal auditing.
Dalton
"The directors of these offices
report to me. Their budgets come through my office and I meet with them every couple of weeks to
discuss University-wide concerns," Dalton said.
Before becoming a vice president, Dalton was a
professor of chemistry at the University. He said
he misses teaching.
"I miss teaching, research activities and
interacting with my colleagues in chemistry, but
I'm enjoying the analysis and projections of budgets, financial impacts and enrollment. I enjoy
working with people and administrators." he said.
Why is a chemist handling University budgets?

"The job requires analytical and quantitative
analysis and that is what is used in chemistry. You
don't have to be a mathematician," he said.
According to Dalton, the biggest frustration in
his job is the lower state subsidy the University
received.
State subsidy is the largest income source for the
University and student fees make up the rest, he
said. The low state subsidy is what puts the pressure on increasing student fees. This year the state
subsidy is 52 percent of the income and student
fees are 40 percent.
"If revenue does not go up, but expenses do, then
other things have to make up for it, Dalton said.
Dalton gave an analogy of the financial situation.
"Let's say you have a two income family. One
makes $13,000 a year and the other makes $10,000.
The next year your expenses go up $2,500, but only
one person gets a raise. This means the other person has to make up the difference. This is what
happens to the University budget," he said.
Dalton said Eakin gave him some input into the
position.
"He told me every day there is a different problem to solve, but he didn't tell me that every problem would not get solved that day," he said.
Joseph Martini, University Bursar, said Dalton
has the most important quality of a manager.
"One thing that I like about him is that he listens
and asks questions until he understands the situation, then he deals with the problem. He is a good
problem solver and that is the most important
ingredient in a manager," he said.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS
CORNER OF CLOUGH & MERCER (BEHIND WENDY'S)
•Rent includes gas heat
•Spacious 2 bdrm, apts. furnished
•Fast, dependable 24 hr. maintenance

• ln-house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Rental office located at Amherst Village
1S20 Clough (behind Wendy's)
Call for an appointment!
352-0164

by Scott WMtehead
reporter

As temperatures n up student population and rents go
down. Such is the case for area
apartment managers and realton every year.
The student population in
apartments decreases by
about two-thirds in the sumMr, leeantta t» Pat Itanrer,
maaager er Greenbriar
Maaar, and Ridge Manor
complexes.
She said, however, die low
stadaat population does not
mean she and her staff have
fewer eaties to perform
"Ware Is not really much
leas work. We jaat try to do a
tetofnaintaaanceworkinthe
samn»,"llauwrsaid.
While the work load may not
rtirajaw in the summer, the
coat of IMag certainly does.
Usurer said the average
coat of an East Marry two-

bedroom apartment during the
school rear Is $975 per month.
In the summer that cost dips to
$M.
Debi Brace, manager for
Winthrop Terrace, said average rent decreases by about
$200 for die cummer. She said
the coat difference is inevitable.
It's either lower the rent or
have empty apartments,"
Brace said, adding that the population decreases by about
one-fourth during the summer
for her complexes.
Another common practice
for the summer months is subleasing. Many students are
forced to sign one-year leases
and do not stay for the last
three months of the lease. The
only solution is to find a sublessor.
Mary Anitas, senior finance
major, experienced the perils
of finding a sub-lessee.
"At first I was worried, but it
worked out in me end because

my sorority sisters decided to
rent our place," she said.
According to Bruce, lower
populations in the summer do
not necessarily mean leas
safety for the residents. The
only problem, she said, la more
drinking outdoors because of
parties.
However, according to i
tain Tom Votava of me
police department, there is one
safety problem with winch
summer residents may be
concerned.
"Statistically speaking, violent crime against the individual will increase during die
wanner months," he said.
He included crimes such as
rape and physical assault in
thb category. Votava added
the city crime statistics are
consistent with those on a
national basis.
Classes end for die
semester on May 7. The":
summer session begins on May
10.

Seniors —
check your OCMB for
important announcement

ON SUNDAY, APRIL 24th
TWO GREAT BANDS
will be performing at
Pittsburgh's

Cleveland's

PICTURE
THIS

SPOYLD

1-5 p.m. BETWEEN STUDENT SERVICES AND KREISCHER
PLUS.. .Food and Refreshments provided
by Food Operations, a Scavenger Hunt and
a Tie-Dye Party! ! !
Sponsored by ^^@ and COCO (Commuter/Off-Campus Organization)

DON'T MISS IT! ! !
,
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Typist talent tapped
by Tracy Richards
reporter

Students who lack the time,
the means, or the skills to type a
paper may find it more convenient to use one of the many typing services available in BowlingGreen.
Clara Straight, a Bowling
Green resident, estimates that
she types 16 papers a week for
extra money, namely $1 per
double-spaced page.
Business is usually spotty, depending upon how consistently
she advertises, she said.

Although she does not read
through the entire paper,
Straight said she does nave a
strong vocabulary and is usually
able to detect spelling errors.
Straight said she can type about
60 words a minute, although she
has not been tested in a while.
"I have always been able to
meet my deadlines," Straight
said, "but it is nice to encounter
someone who has planned their
paper several days in advance."
In a business such as this,
clientele comes mostly through
"word of mouth," she said.
"You can pick up a student when
they are a freshman or sopho-

Applications Are Now
Being Accepted for
BG News Summer '88
Staff Positions
Apply by 5p.m. Friday,
April 29th
214 West Hall

According to Kathy Crudele,
owner of A to Z typing service,
some advantages to using a typing business are that thay are
more convenient and there is
higher quality in the product because they specialize in this type
of work.
"Since I have been working at
A to Z, I have had several people
bring in their papers after initially having a friend type it who
made too many errors. They end
up having to pay twice for the
paper," she said.
There is a spell check option
open which is not always available in other services, Crudele
said.
Rates at A to Z range from
$1.25 for a double spaced page to
$2 for a single spaced page.
Rates may be double if the
paper must be completed in
under 24 hours.
"The worst thing we encounter besides the handwriting is
the lack of preparation many
students have. Many of our customers wait until the last minute
and want us to perform miracles. There seems to be very
little consideration for the time
and effort it takes a typist to
turn out a quality paper," she
said.

Congratulates
This Month's
Outstanding
Committee Members

Campus Films:
•Carla Walls
•Brian Maas
Exhibits:
'Molly Null
Games:
•Sharon Pasek
* Lisa Tontimonia
*Tricia Landers
Performing Arts:
* Kelly Owens
* Rob Heckler
*Jim Ostrowski
Public relations:
*Erin Fandel
•Jenny Brouse
Spotlight
Entertainment:
•StephRicker
Travel:
•Rhonda Stierhoff
•Terri Bollie
•Darcy Forber
•Mike Rolfes
•Barb Moeller

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
Corner of S. College and Napoleon Rd.
353-8381
cuae FTDA

.

•
•
•
•

Thanks for all your
hard work!

355-0717 224 E. Wooster

BG News/Paul Vemon

Roxana Raye. senior interpersonal and public communication major, gives out Wham-Os,"Do it yourself
Hackeysack Kit's," as part of her IPCO 208 simulated organization project During the second half of the
semester the class gets into groups and forms a simulated national group which is supposed to hold a philanthropy. Her classes philanthropy's purpose was to help Hackeysackahollcs who avoid academic responsibility to play hackeysack.

Divestment

USG Senate if it wasn't a majority," he said.
Although Redfern was opposed to USG taking a
stand regarding these statistics, some general assembly members believe the results should be
released to the BGSU Foundation.
Rich Cole, national, state and community affairs
chair, said "I feel we should at least relay the results of the election.
"Throughout the 1960s, comlast night.
panies argued that if they inWillie Woods, of the People's
vest, the economy will prosper,
Tribunal in Toledo, said he was
blacks will benefit and apartnot surprised by the actions of
heid will disappear," NJuzakhe
the recent vote.
said. "U.S. investments alone
"This school has been racist
increased 900 percent in the
for many, many years, so, it is
'60s...and the living conditions of
not surprising that it is helping
the blacks in South Africa worthe racist government enslave
sened
and apartheid did not disthe blacks with apartheid,"
Woods said.
PSO member Diego Jarrin
According to Progressive Stu- said similar figures are present
dent Organization member in the 1980s. Only one percent of
South African blacks are emTando Ntuzakhe, the rationale
ployed by American companies
used by the BGSU Foundation
in South Africa, he said.
that investing in companies
Yet, U.S. financial inunder guidelines would help the
blacks has only served to hurt vestments in South Africa made
up 30 percent of the the South
them.
African Gross National Product
in 1982, Jarrin said.
We Care We Care
The rally also included
several other speakers from
groups such as Women for
Women, Alpha Phi Alpha and
the Peace Coalition.

D Continued from page 1.
Chris Redfern, senior political science major,
said the resolution should not have been an issue
because the USG constitution does not call for
propositions drawing less than 10 percent of the
student response.
"It should have never been brought up in the

Rally

___

D Continued from page 1.
Last week University students
voted against divestment of
BGSU Foundation funds held in
companies doing business in
South Africa by a vote of 682 to
609.
The USG constitution requires
10 percent of the student body
vote in order for an issue to be
addressed by USG. The total
number of votes fell short of the
10 percent by 408 votes.
However, USG said the
difference was substantial
enough and voted on the issue
We Care

ORE!

Learn communication skills!
Polish leadership skills!
SHOW that WE CARE Spirit!
Pre-registration volunteers are
needed for the month of July.
Be a greeter, tour guide, display
host, evening entertainment
usher or discussion facilitator.

MONDAY SPECIALS!
1/2 BAKED
CHICKEN
Includes: Mashed
Potatoes
& Gravy,
Roll&
Butter
•

Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked!
Sign-up by April 29th in 405
Student Services.
We Care

We Care

We Care

SHOW YOUR
SUPPORT!

We Care

We Care

•

•

i^JiJu

THE PHEASANT
ROOM
2nd Floor University Union
No reservations accepted
or these specials
Food coupons accepted
4:30-7:OOp.m. daily

THE BROTHERS OF

ZETA BETA TAU

Support the Bowling
Green Pee Wee League's
move to Carter Park!

WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR 1988-89 OFFICERS!

For more information, stop byj
any one of these locations

Campus Pollyeyes'
440 E. Court St.
Cucte"

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

Offering you the best
in summer housing.

\S

Pretend product circulation

BETA + ZETA BETA TALl4> ZETA BETA TAU«)ZETA BETA TA

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

GREENBRIAR INC.

<*

We Care

TheFTD*
Secretaries Week
Bouquet.
Secretaries Week
begins April 25.
Just call or visit
us today.

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!

*s

more and have them until they
graduate."
Besides paying an independent individual to type a paper,
it is also possible to use a company which specializes in this
sort of work.

Send your secretary
^ a gift she won't
file away.

HAIIIIIIIH mmiii n FTP*,

■^

248 S. Main St.

f

D-n

- f

L^l

GREAT LAKES
SPORTING GOODS
128 W. Wooster St.

v.

Carter Park Raffle
ID Prfw
10 ipeed or BMX
2nd Prize Wlbon A 2000 Glove ■
3rd Prize Etton Bat
$.50 donation buy. 1 Ticket; $1.00 Buys 3
Drawing May 31 7:30 Pee Wcc Park

President - Chuck McCartney
Internal VP - Geordie McDonald
External VP - John Lane
VP Rush - Dave Haynes
Treasurer - Brian Farmer
<
S Asst. Treasurer - Chris Weir
FDO - Brian Hands
♦ Historian - Paul Goodman
Steward - Greg Brzuziewski
Social - Brian Thomas
Secretary - Greg Davis

i
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Freshman deemed best roomie
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

Decent roommates come along once
in a blue moon, but would you nominate
yours for "Roommate of the Year?"
There are some roommates on campus that obviously would.
Jodi Kempner, freshman psychology
major, saw fit to nominate her roommate, Laurie Frederick, freshman
radio-television-film major.
Kempner entered and won the Uni-

versity Activities Organization's
(UAO) 1988 "Roommate of the Year"
ssay Contest.
Writing a creative,.
tWi age essay describing what it is like
living with Frederick,
two teachers and one
resident adviser acting as judges chose
the pair as the winners Wednesday
night, said (Catherine
SpUler, Public Re- *•*•*«*

lations director of
UAO and coordinator of the event.
"I was really surprised, I didn't know
what to say...I've never won anything
before in my life," said Frederick.
Although they get along well, they do
have the typical problems roommates
are bound to have.
According to Kempner's essay, "...I
think what completely mortified her
was my lack of concern over the fact
that my clothes and, yes. my garbage,
slowly began to creep to her side of the
room."

Frederick doesn't completely agree
with Kempner's views of her perfection
as a roommate.
"She gets on my nerves sometimes,
but I'm sure I get on hers," she said.
Not knowing one another before they
came from their hometowns to the University, Frederick and Kempner found
they had a lot in common. Finding that
they own many of the same things —
alarm clocks and hair curlers — they
started off better than most freshman
usually do, Frederick said.
Although they will not be living

together next semester, she believes a
better friendship will come of the arrangement.
"I think we'll be better friends...I'd
like to keep in touch," she said.
UAO will be sponsoring its prize — a
day set aside Just for Frederick on
Monday. Flyers with her name and her
picture will be distributed throughout
campus. She will be given free breakfast, lunch and dinner in addition to two
movie passes, a free record or tape
from Finder's Records and her own
plaque.

Beta 500 is in Minority term
its 25th year is power issue
by Pamela Monastra
staff reporter

by Jackie Jackson

The second largest event on campus is turning 25, but the Beta 500
has no intention of slowing down.
Approximately 16 fraternities and 16 sororities will be participatingin the Beta 500 Saturday.
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity will be celebrating the 25th anniversary by painting the Beta pylon black and silver and the master of
ceremonies willbe wearing a silver tuxedo. The Beta cart will also
be painted silver.
Dave Harris, who will emcee the event, said the Beta 500 is just
behind football games as the biggest event on campus.
In order to enter this annualevent, each organization has to buy
advertising space forthepamphlet that is issued for Beta.
Jason Hill, chairman for Beta 500 said, "Aside from the money
received from the Beta pamphlet, each sorority nominates a candidate for the Beta 500 queen, and the winner is decided by the amount
of money placed in the donation Jars, located in the University Union
foyer until noon on Friday.','
The queen will be chosen by the candidate that has accumulated
the most amount of money in their jar during the week. She will then
receive a gold chain and a trophy with her name engraved on it.
"Usually the sororities chose a graduating senior because to some
chapters it is quite an honor to become Beta queen,'' Hill said.
The Betas are anticipating a turnout to exceed all previous Beta
500s.
"Every year we hold this event on the last big weekend before
final exams, Hill said.
"Because of the anniversary, more alumni will come for the event
and help us celebrate. They also help by donating money to the philanthropy," he said.
There are happy hours tonight from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Uptown.
Tickets are available for $1 from the fraternity brothers or at the
door. Prizes will be given away from the ticket stubs.
All proceeds will benefit theWood County Senior Center.
Harris said Beta 500 is comparable to a miniature Indianapolis 500
with push carts.
Aside from the trophy given to the winners of the race, Harris said
they also give out a spirit award to the organization that has shown
the most enthusiasm tor this event.
Hill said the event has been getting a lot of support.
"We've had a lot of positive feedback from our chapter members,
the entire Greek community and the University officials," Hill said.
"In order to compensate for the amount of people attending and for
the race, we needed the entire Union Oval to be blocked off and we
had no problems with the University getting permission."
Hill said that although chances for good weather are not promising, the games will go on unless conditions become too dangerous for
the runners.
"I'm really not thinking about the weather because I have so much
on my mind, but if the conditions become dangerous, the event will
be postponed until Sunday morning," he said.

copy editor

Minority means subordination, according to a University ethnic studies professor.
Philip Royster said although it has been used in
reference to certain groups,
the real issue is a lack of
power.
"The term minority is a euphemism, a less offensive
word which society has substituted," Royster said. "How
would it sound to have an Office of Subordinated Affairs
or a Subordinated Affairs
Committee?"
The terms majority and
minority are just terms in
numbers. It is clear in South
Africa that the issue is one of
white dominance and black
subordination, not the white
majority and the black minority, since blacks outnumber
whites, he said.
"As a social term white
means the dominant group.
That's why blacks are still
oppressed in this country,"

Royster said.
The dominant system uses
power and conflict to keep
members of the subordinated
group from assimilating, he
said.
A good example of this is interracial dating and marriage.
Whites put pressure on fellow whites not to date or
marry blacks. Blacks do the
same, he said, but the pressure blacks put on fellow
blacks is by no means as serious or as violent.
Conrad Pritscher, professor of education agreed.
"The black community is
generally more open to diversity in thought and behavior than the white community "he said.
The reason whites ostracize
other whites goes back to the
days of slavery, Pritscher
said. "In order to lessen their
own guilt, some whites believed that slaves were not
fully human. Some people
have continued this stereotype and the behavior continues without reason."

Sound oft against
noise pollution

TflCO BElili
JUST FOR YOU
Till May 5th, we will be open
10 a.m.-7 a.m. (21 hours)
7 days a week!
Between 4 a.m.-7 a.m. a
Student I.D. will give you a
20% Discount
DON'T FORGET ABOUT 49* TACOS
ON SUNDAY

PoUkalAdvtrtlMMKi
Elra Lawy SktrUfConm; L Swuaon. inn.
1S7I6 North. ToMi*iny,0.

EXTENDS CONGRATULATIONS TO THEIR SPRING 1988 INITIATES

Help The KEY Set
A Record And We'll
Help Your
Favorite Charity

Kimberly Eckert
William Downing, Jr.
Linda Popovich
Kari Hesburn
Mark Thalman
Juli Jenkins
Gina Plowright
Melissa Puckett
Lisa Rix
Steve Spinks
Debra Hovanec

Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, professional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales of 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return it to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate It.

Name
Soc. Sec. No
Date _Z__Z__ Permanent Zip Cods,

OUR f\
ORDER YOUR
1988 KEY
NOW!
List price I* $17.95

O I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
whan It arrlvM In September 1988 PIMM
M my bursar account
D I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yaarboo* PIMM Ml my buTMr account an
additional (3 50 lor postaoa and handing
and MM my yMrooo* to

PtaaM ratum card, by campua man, to Tha
KEY omca. 26 Waal Hal. BGSU 43403

FACULTY/STAFF
Orlando C. Behling
Richard W. Bowers
Denise Van DeWalle
Kathleen A. Hart
OFFICERS

Melissa Treier
Craig Auge
Scott Cotter
Jennifer Young
Dr. Ralph Wolfe

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Faculty Secretary

INITIATION TODAY PROUT CHAPEL 4 p.m.
RECEPTION McFALL CENTER GALLERY 5 p.m.
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Marine faces spying charge News Briefs
Shiite organization says Higgins helped Israeli resistance
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
The pro-Iranian kidnappers of
Lt. Col. William Higgins said
Thursday the Marine officer will
be tried on charges of spying for
the United States.
"This criminal will be turned
over today to the tribunal of the
oppressed to try him for the
crimes he has committed," the
Organization of the Oppressed
on Earth said in a typewritten
statement delivered to the
Reuters news agency office.
Higgins, 43, of Danville, Ky.,
was serving with a U.N. observer group in south Lebanon
when he was abducted by gunmen Feb. 17 near the ancient
EHt of Tyre, 50 miles south of
eirut.
The statement came three
days after the Christian-run
Voice of Lebanon radio station
claimed Higgins was killed during clashes between pro-Syrian
and Iranian-backed Shiite militias in south Lebanon earlier
this month.
It could not be known whether
Thursday's communique was

meant to refute the radio report
or set the stage for announcing
Higgins' death.
Thursday's Arabic-language
statement from the Shiite Moslem group was accompanied by
a black-and-white photograph of
Higgins, apparently to prove its
authenticity.
The picture showed the balding Higgins with a stubbled gray

The statement said among the
charges Higgins faced was
"spying for the criminal United

States on our Lebanese and
Palestinian peoples" and "active participation in American
conspiracies against our Moslem people."
Higgins supervised a "Pentagon team to combat Lebanese
and Palestinian Islamic organizations in Palestine and Lebanon," the statement said.

Liquor warnings outlined
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bipartisan group of House and
Senate lawmakers outlined legislation Thursday that would require alcoholic beverage containers to carry health warning
labels.
"The most harmful drug in
America is alcohol," said Sen.
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C, sponsor of the bill in the Senate.
Thurmond, who introduced his
bill in February, said alcohol
abuse costs the U.S. economy
about $120 billion a year, includ-

Kinko's is more
than copies!
• Copies

beard, wearing a dark field
jacket, his eyes looking down
and away from the camera. It
was the first photograph of Higgins released by his captors
since his kidnapping. It was not
known when it was taken.

• Binding

• Passport Photos
• Floppy Disks
• Self-Serve Typewriters • Stationery
• Laser Typesetting
* Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

ing increased medical expenses
and lost productivity. Alcoholrelated traffic accidents claim
18,000 lives each year, he said.
"It's a very rare family in this
country today that has not been
hit by some of the ravages of alcoholism, one way or another,"
said Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, a
co-sponsor of the bill. His Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee has scheduled a series of
hearings on the alcohol problem.
The legislation would require
placement of five rotating warning labels on alcoholic beverage
containers. Rep. John Conyers,

D-Mich., who introduced the
House version of the bill yesterday, said the labels would warn
about the dangers of drinking
and driving, of drinking while
pregnant and of combining alcohol with other drugs.
The labels also would say that
alcohol may be addictive and
that it can Increase the risk of
hypertension, liver disease and
cancer.
Susan Sullivan, an actress
who stars on the television series Falcon Crest, said her
father was an alcoholic but
would have wanted his children
to know the dangers of alcohol.

>> i *< > t '>.•

Artifacts surface in Asia
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) - Six artifacts that
were found by a teen-ager
digging a hole for his pet rabbit were identified by an expert yesterday as neolithic
implements possibly dating
back 3,000 years.
Adi Haji Taha, a senior curator at the National Museum, said the stone adzes,
cutting tools with arched
blades, could have been buried for ceremonial purposes
along with the remains of a
member of the neolithic civilization.

Mohamed Saharuddin Abdul Karim, 18, was digging a
hole for his pet rabbit on Sunday near Kuala Pilah, 60
miles southeast of Kuala
Lumpur, when he found the
artifacts shaped like axeheads and knives.
Adi said he and two officials
who scoured the area on
Wednesday also found shards
of Siamese and Chinese ceramic pottery which are believed to date back to the 16th
and 17th century.
The artifacts were brought
to the museum in Kuala
Lumpur to be identified.

Murderess inherits estate
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(AP) — A 22-year-old woman
who murdered her husband
with a hammer shortly after
her wedding will inherit his
estate, a court has ruled.
The Svenska Dagbiadet
newspaper, reporting the
case Wednesday, said the
court ruled that murder
committed while under temporary insanity does not disqualify the killer from inher-

iting the victim's estate.
The victim's handicapped
mother challenged the
bequest of family heirlooms
to the widow. "I understand
the law — in principle — but
in this case it's twisted," the
mother was quoted as saying.
Under Swedish press laws,
the people involved cannot be
identified.
The wife was committed to
a mental institution.
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Sports
Sanctions upheld against CSU
CLEVELAND (AP) - The NCAA on
Thursday upheld sanctions against Cleveland State University for recruiting violations in its dealings with 7-foot-6 Manute Bol
and two other prospective basketball
players from Africa.
Tne penalties include a three-year probationary period, a two-year ban on postseason
play for the men's basketball team, a oneSear ban on live television appearances by
ie team, and a number of recruiting restrictions.
The NCAA announced the sanctions last
December but they did not go into effect then
because Cleveland State filed an appeal,
which was heard Monday.
Cleveland State President Walter Waetien
said he was disappointed with the ruling But
said it was unlikely the university would
fight it in court, although the final decision

would be left to the school's Board of
Trustees.
"These stiff penalties certainly do not
spell the end of the CSU basketball progam," he said in a statement. "In spite of
em, we will continue to compete and we
will redouble our efforts to make sure that
our student-athletes perform in the classroom as well as on the playing court."
Coach Kevin Mackey and Athletic Director Robert Busbey said Thursday they would
assist any players who decide to transfer to
other colleges because of the penalties.
David Berst, NCAA director of enforcement, said because the penalties involve
postseason play, Cleveland State players
who have one or two years of eligibility remaining can transfer to another school and
Silay Immediately. If they have more than
wo years of eligibility, they would not be el-

igible to play the first year after transferring, he said.
Mackey said he had expected the NCAA's
decision.
"I think the consensus was that when the
Christians go against the lions, the Christians come out on the short end," said
Mackey.
He said the sanctions were "definitely a
setback. It's another obstacle, another
hurdle."
Although the key sanctions were upheld,
the NCAA dropped penalties involving Merle
Levin, administrative assistant to the athletic director, and Melvin Drimmer, a history
professor and former academic counselor.
The NCAA said the university's president
should determine whether they are disciplined.

Falcon laxers take second at MAC
The Bowling Green lacrosse
club, fresh from its second place
finish in the Mid-American Conference championship last
weekend at Ohio University,
hosts two non-conference games
Sunday.
The Falcons, 4-1, play Earlham College and Wright State on
the intramural fields behind the
Business Administration buildingbeginning at 1 p.m.
The club pulled off one of the

biggest upsets, if not the biggest,
of the spring in Ohio lacrosse by
downing OU,M.
The loss was the first for OU
on its homefield in nearly three
years.
After the Bobcats jumped to
an early 44 lead, BG responded
with three tallies in the second
Criod to trail by only one at the
If. The Falcons' last goal of
that period came with Just IS
seconds remaining.

Goalie Mark Koldan said that
score carried the club through.
"The third goal seemed to
stun both the players and the
fans and gave us an incredible
emotional lift heading into halftime," he said.
The club came out on fire in
the third period and outscored
OU 6-1 to take a 9-5 advantage
into the fourth. Although the
offense was stymied in the final
period, the BG defense came

through, holding the Bobcats to
three goals.
Koldan, who was outstanding
in the tourney, was supported by
defensemen Mike Sullivan,
Gary Cornell and Andrew HartweU.
Attackman Morgan Sullivan
paced the club with four goals
and two assists.
The Falcons had a much easier time in the first game of the
D See Laxers, page 8.
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Falcon spring
teams in action
Seven Bowling Green spring sports teams will be in action
over the weekend, but only one of the squad* will be at home.
Sheila Chlracosta's women's tennis team, fresh from its first
Mid-American Conference dual meet win in several years,
hosts MAC foea Western Michigan (today) and Eastern Michigan (Saturday), respectively.
Both meets begin at 3 p.m. and will be played at Keefe
Courts.
Other teams In action are baseball, man's and women's
track, men's and women's golf, and men's tamia.
- Ed Plater's baseball squad travels to Eastern Michigan
for a pair of 1 p.m. douMeheaders, today and Saturday. The
Falcons have won four-straight MAC contests, their longest
such streak since mid-season of 1986.
- Sid Sink's men's track team and Lee Labadie's woman's
squad travel to the Kentucky Relays today (2 p.m.) and Saturday (10 ajn.). A portion of the men's team will compete in the
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational, Saturday at 11 a.m.
- Greg Nye's men's golf team will play at the Spartan Invitational at Michigan State University, Saturday and Sunday
beginningT at 9 a.m.
- Nye s women's team goes to Perm State today, Saturday
and Sunday. The action begins at 9 ajn. each day.
- Bob Gill's men's tennis team plays MAC matches at
Western Michigan (today at 3 p.m.) and at Eastern Michigan
(Saturday at 10 ajn.).
The action does not stop Sunday as the baseball team is home
Monday for a single game with Defiance College beginning at3
p.m.
Nye's men's squad plays at the Barney Francis Invitational
in Toledo Monday at 9 a.m.

MEDIA'S EFFECT ON CAMPAIGN '88
(Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha)

Dale Van Atta
Syndicated Columnist wiih
Jack Anderson
TOPIC: MEDIA FAIRNESS

Kaihryn Buskin
Director of Editorial Admin
ol US News & World Reports
TOPIC: EDITORIAL DECISION
MAKING PROCESS

Ike Pappas

Former CBS Senior
Correspondent
TOPIC: CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

MEDIATOR OF DISCUSSION: DIANE LARSON, WTVG 13

TUESDAY, APRIL 26 8:00 P.M.
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We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care

Congratulations to the
new Executives
ot the Orientation Board
Co-Chairman - Liz Rice
Selections Chairman - Chris Keller
Secretary - Mary Beth Shaheen
Publicity Chairman - Celia Castellano
Training Chairman - Dana Sneigowski
Fundraising Chairman - Kelly Zachrich
Special Awards Chairman - Greta Sorgenfrei

Special Thanks to the past A]11<* (
chairmen for a great job. yArvp.
We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care We Care

THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
and THE BOARD OF BLACK
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES are
having MEET THE CANDIDATES
on Mon. April 25th at 7:30 in the
Taft Room University Union.
ELECTIONS will be held Thurs.
April 28th in the Union Oval and
the Minority Activities Office (3rd
Floor Union). Election times are
9-6 Oval and 9-5 Minority
Activities Office.

GREEK WEEK
SALE!
30% OFF

*K* *K* *K* #K* *K* *K¥ *K* *K* *K* #K* *K* *K*

All Fraternity & Sorority
Merchandise
One day only - Fri., April 22
at
The Little Shop
8:00 - 4:45 University
Union
+K* *K* *K¥ *K* *K* *K* *K* #K* *K* *K* *K* *K*
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Ohio baseball not as expected
by Andy Woodard
assistant sports editor
Editor's Note: All stats are through Wednesday's games.
There's something going on in Ohio baseball that was not supposed
to be, according to the so-called experts.
The Cincinnati Reds, thought to be one of the strongest teams in
the National League at the beginning of the season, have struggled
to stay above the .500 mark.
On the other hand, the Cleveland Indians, picked to be very weak
and finish no better than sixth place in the American League East,
have suprised everyone by taking the division lead.
How can this be? While unscrambling this perplexing puzzle,
several answers become obvious.
First and foremost is the Reds inconsistent pitching. The starters.
have either been masterful or terrible. Case in point, Ron Robinson
allowed four hits and two earned runs in eight innings at Houston a
week ago. In his start this week against San Francisco, he was shelled for five runs and seven hits in just 3-plus innings.
The scenario could be played out with every Reds starter.
The so-called best bullpen in baseball has not been so. After John
Franco, every reliever has been bombed at least once.
Up in the northeastern part of the state, the Indians have received
perhaps the best mound work to date. The staff leads the majors In
complete games with seven and ERA at 1.78.
Greg Swindell is 3-0, as is knuckleballer Tom Candiotti. Swindell
has an 0.69 ERA; Candiotti a 1.08 ERA.
The exact opposite from the pitching staffs was not expected coming out of spring training, but somewhere close to it was. The Indians' pitchers nave answered the bell; the Reds'staff has not.
While the pitching staffs were thought to be heading in opposite
directions, each teams' hitting was expected to be their strengths.

^CHARLESTOWrNH
APARTMENTS

Treadway's hit
lifts Cincinnati

The Indians have beengetting timely hitting, paced by Corey
Snyder and Joe Carter. The Reds, on the other hand, have been getting untimely strikeouts, led by not so "Eric the Red" Davis ana
NickEsasky.
The Tribe has not only been producing runs, but manufacturing
them as well. They have taken advantage of whatever they have
been given.
Cincy has not been as fortunate. This week against San Francisco,
the Reds entered the sixth inning trailing by four. Chris Sabo hit a
one-out single, but with Kal Daniels at the plate and a 2-0 pitch, he
tried to steal. He was thrown out.
Daniels then walked, as did the next batter, Davis, but Esasky
grounded out to end the threat. The point is that If Sabo would have

CINCINNATI (AP) — Jeff
Treadway tripled home Nick
Esasky with none out in the
12th inning Thursday, giving
the Cincinnati Reds a 7-6 victory over the San Francisco
Giants.
Esasky, who homered in
the third, opened the 12th inning with a single off Joe
Price. 0-1. Treadway, the
next batter, lined a ball that
caromed off the right field
wall as Esasky scored easily.
The Reds have played six
extra-inning games out of 16,
winningthree.
Pat Perry, 2-2, the sixth
Cincinnati pitcher, pitched
three hitless innings for the
victory.
Chris Sabo. Barry Larkin
and Esasky homered as the
Reds built a 6-2 lead after
three innings, but the Giants
sent 10 batters to the plate for

Commentary
been on base, more pressure would have been on the Giant pitcher.
Anything could have happened then.
The execution has not been very well in Riverfront, either. The
Reds currently lead the majors in errors, and they have trapped two
runners in run-downs but have failed to get either out.
With all of this, it is easy to understand why the Indians and Reds
are where they are.
But one last point needs to be made. The Indians have opened with
a weaker schedule than the Reds.
Cleveland has beaten the likes of Texas, Baltimore and Minnesota.
Although the Twins are the defending World Series champions, not
much is expected of them this year. And of course Baltimore has
started 0-14.
Down in the southern part of the state. Cincinnati has played St.
Louis, Houston and San Francisco. All three clubs were picked to
win their respective divisions by some publications or another.
The Reds have managed to stay above .500 while playing these
teams, and when they take on the likes of Atlanta, Chicago and Philadelphia, the team in Riverfront should do better.
Meanwhile, the Indians have did what they had to do — beat the
weaker teams of the American League.
All of that has turned Ohio baseball upside down—at least for

MID AM MANOR

Mick Esasky went 4-5 with a
homer and scored the winning run.

four runs to tie the score in
the sixth.
Sabo hit a solo homer and
Larkin a three-run homer off
Dave Dravecky, who lasted
just two innings.

Tigers lose to Bosox
DETROIT (AP) - Ellis Burks
had four hits and four RBI,
Spike Owen hit a two-run homer,
and rookie Steve Ellsworth scattered six hits over seven innings
as the Boston Red Sox beat the
Detroit Tigers 12-3 Thursday.

Owen and Rick Cerone had
three hits apiece in support of
Ellsworth, 1-2. who walked one
and didn't strike out a batter before giving up a leadoff homer to
Matt Nokes in the seventh inning. It was Nokes' fourth.

Laxers
\ 131 W.
D Wooster
j 352-6264

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.

BARGAIN MATINEE SATURDAY S SUNDAY
ALL SEATS ONLY 12.00

WE FEATURE
UNIVEGA • FUJI • RALEIGH
• BIANCHI
BICYCLES

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

MOONSTRUCK

W

Put 20% down to hold
the Bike of your choice
(60 days to pay)

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

,

:_

^ESS'**

^■■■'^-/ iiSlttiiHj

.

WE ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES:
Water Bottles, Locks, Racks, Gloves,
Shorts, Jerseys, Helmets...

CHER
NICOLAS CAGE
"ACHARMI-JC
SCREWBALL COMFD*'

Frl.-Sat. at 7:15-9:15-11:15 p.m.
Sun. at 7:15 & 9:15 p.m.

Sat. Sun. Matinee2:00 & 4:00 p.m

a Continued from page 7.
day, downing Kent State, 7-2.
Midfielder Marcial Ingall
scored two goals to pace BG,
who have never lost to the Golden Flashes.
The two victories lifted the
club into the championship
game for a rematch with the
Bobcats.
OU substituted liberally on its
way to a 6-1 lead en route to an
8-2 win. Geoff Knapp tallied both
of BG's goals.
Morgan Sullivan summed up
the weekend best.
"Though we didn't win it all,
they can t take Saturday's victory away from us," be said.
"That made it all worthwhile."

"A FUNNY AND ABSOLUTELY
DELIGHTFUL COMEDY
Robert Redford struck oil in his directing debut with the Oscar-winning
'Ordinary People' Now, he has another gusher with 'Milagro!
It's wonderful. Don't miss iU"
- Stewart Klein, FOX NETWORK

"What an incredible cast,
beautifully directed by Robert
Redford. 'Milagro' is wonderful.
I loved this film!"
Joel Siegel, GOOD MORNING AMERICA

"Nothing Redford has done before
will prepare you for the wide-eyed
charm of this cinematic fable.
'Milagro'provides plenty
to smile about!'
- David Amen. NEWSWEEK
KWXK (highestrating)
"A thoroughly entertaining movie
with a heart as big as the sky
over New Mexico"

-Jack Gamer, GANNETT NEWSPAPERS

'"Milagro' even looks like
Robert Redford: ifs smart and
handsome, with a crinkly smile
around the edges"
— Richard Corliss, TIME

"A delightfully raucous comic
fable. What makes this genial,
wacky movie so captivating is
not only its wild and crazy
characters, but its mysteriously
mystical atmosphere?
- Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

'"Milagro' is a happy-to-be-alive
film that will have you cheering
for the good guys and hissing the
bad ones. It might even restore
your faith in the power of
right over might?
- V.A. Musetto, NEW YORK POST

'"Milagro' is a triumph on the
screen. It is genuinely funny and
uplifting. Robert Redford really
does make a miracle?
- Bruce Kirkland, TORONTO SUN
A FILM DIRECTED BY ROBERT REDFORD

MILAGRO
BEANFIELD

WAR

i ESPARZA .,.„.„ THE MILAGRO BEANFEELD WAR"
^RUBEN BLADES RICHARD BRADFORD SONIABRAGA PJECARMEN JAMESGAMMON
MELAN1EGRIFFITH JOHN HEARD CARLOSRrQUELME DANTELSTERN
CHICK VENNERA CHRISTOPHER WALKEN '"-B DAVID WAITO-JOHN NICHOLS
^tdcJOHN NICHOLS TDAVE GRUSIN *2SWRDBBIE GREENBERG ^CDEDE ALLENJIM MILLER teGARY I. HENDLER ^CHARLES
MULVEHILL "-SROBERT REDFORDI —a I N*OCTTiSUMABPARZAn~SROBERTREDFORD
m£HSB*

STARTS FRIDAY AT SELECT THEATRES.

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
MondeyWedneeday Friday
2 5 PM S3 75
AMA Car Wain
Saturday April 23
Newman's Marathon
10am- 3pm
Attention Accounting Club Members
The Spring Steak Fry
■ Sunday. Apra 24. from 5-8 PM in the City
Park -Free to Accounting Club Members and
faculty. Quests are S2 For further information
contact Or Leathers in BA 358 or cal him at
2-7812
Choral --Orchestral Concert
Hear the music of Bach and Handle
Sunday. Apr! 24.3:00 PM
Kobacker Had MMAC
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Pricee reduced Mon-Frl 2-7 PM
STINGERS CAFE
DELTA SIOMA PI
Professional Business Fraternity
Chapter Meeting Sunday
Dress Professional Please
EFFECTIVE TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES
Time Saver III Tips lor Objective Testa Apr«27-3 30lo4 30PMor
April 28-4 00 to 5 00 PM
LOCATION 213 Moaeley Hal-Study Skua
Center REGISTRATION IS LIMITED-CALL
372-8840
LACROSSE
LACROSSE
LACROSSE
FALCONS VS EARLHAM COLLEGE
AND WRIGHT STATE UNIV
SUN 4-24 1:30 PM
BEHIN0 BA BUILDING
BRING YOUR COOLER AND A BLANKET
STINGERS CAFE
$ 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only

LOST A FOUND
$100 to the person who returns my leather
lacket which wea taken from the Tech BuUng
on Wednesday April 13: No questions asked. I
Kiel want It back Col Jim at 353-1228
LOST DRIVER'S LICENSE NEED RETURNED
FOR COURT 823-3325 TIM BARR

• • Kyle Fomer ■ ■
Congrats on being s pert of the winning lei
Break a leg In Monterey'

Congratulsttone on marung
mortar board!!
'"DELTA ZETA'"
We awe our Seniors!
•" DELTA ZETA"'
• • • JANE 0TSA • • •
Congratulations on al the herd work you did ss
expansion committee chairperson You did a
greet**'
-PI Phi Love!
"'JOHN, HOWARD, AfeDKKUE*"
Time to party on our turf bubbast Get ready to
do aehot. ariot, shot and awaken to e champeQne breakfast! We'l try to say consci consci conscientious after we party the
nights away- Ahh, push II real good! We love
you guys A hope to stay together forever with
youlll
Jeenettea Cheryl'
•••UZSOIOVEIKO"*
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR LAVAUERING WE WERE ALL VERY SURPRISED
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SISTERS
• • • STEPHANIE CRAWFORD • • *
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING CHOSEN AS
BGSUPOMMERETTE!
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SISTERS

•••WANTED"
Classy vehicles lor the ISM HOMECOMING
PARADE. If interested, please contact Bob
Hayes at 372-1796 or Doug Chorpennlng at
3721695
••" THETAFEST""
When Saturday Apr! 30th 2 pm-6 pm
Coat $4 00
includes al you can eat barbecued chicken,
hot dog. and beverage HAPPY HOUR PRICES
AT UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN ALL NIGHT LONG
Featuring. "The Exchange"
■Contact 362-8001 or ask any Theta Chi for
ticket.
• • • • THETA CHI * * • • ■

"• DELTA ZETA SPIRIT*• •
■"•ETASOO"*
* "DELTA ZETA SPIRIT* * *
••••ETASOO*"

LOST GOLD RINO
Left in the tech buadlng Tuesday 4-12
cat K*l at 2-8118 or 363-1818 with any Information >
Lost Half grown black and white cal Distinctive
black goalee whalers Haa feline leukemia, loal
m Ridge School area 352-0824

* *DZ Sheila Walker DZ**
Your Delta Zeta Beta Buddies
are behind you 100H1
**Hey(hey|l-You(you|!
** Get out of our way1
• • PI Phi Spelt» her* to atay!

Qrad student needs rktt to Chicago area the
weekend of Apr! 322 Wiling to share expense*. PllMl contact Ken 372-2230 before 7
PM and 352 5487 alter 7 pm

SERVICES OFFERED
24 HOUR
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
352-1818
A to Z -We'I pack 1 she
UPS ' Federal Expreae
148 S Mam 352-5042
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center lor Choice II, Toledo .0 255-7789
At your TYPING noede
Prompt and Professional
Can 352-4017
CAR WASH
Mid-Am Bank -Sat 10-2
sponsored by P.T Students
get physical with a meraptetReservations now being taken lor summer storage 5-1 - 8-1-88. Don't wart untl lha Hat
minute 352-4541 STOR-AU.
Typing and Word Prooeeemg Over ten yean
executive aecretary experience. Call
874-3488
TYPING SERVICES lor al types of
Including deeertaeOns uemg
Xerox Memorywrtter.
352-3867 Irom 8 a.m. - 8 p m
Typlno-TranKrlNno-CaWgrephy
Term papers, resumes, many typeface*. Feel.
reasonable - 7 days Free folder 886-2286
"NEED A CARING RESPONSE
TO PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
CALL
FIRST HOPE PREGNANCY CENTER
AT 364-HOPE
FOR
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
INFORMATION AN0 SUPPORT
WE RE HERE TO HELP YOU THROUGH

PERSONALS

Having a party? Cal Deenedettos
Sub-Ma Ouck for your party

* Alpha XI Delta*
•Beta 500*
•Alpha XI Delta *
•Beta 500*
* Alpha XJ Delta"
•Beta 600*
* Alpha XI Delta *
•Beta 500*
* Alpha XI Delta *
■Beta 500"
■ Alpha Xi Delta'
• Beta 600 *
•Alpha XI Delta *
•Beta 500-4MEP—
BETA IS HERE! LETS GET IT UPII
-SK1EP—
AIN'T NO MOUNTAJN HIGH ENOUGH!
LetaOOAIphaChis'i
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger's Cafe
Monday-Wedneeday-Frlday
2 5 PM $3 75
ALPHA CHI SPIRIT
KAPPA SMMA ■ BETA 500
THE DEATH MOBILE
LOOKOUTIM
HERE COMES AMERICA'S TEAM
AJphaQarn-Crn^nttnian-Alpha Gam
You're doing a super job perpartng lor BETAI
Keep up the good job1
Remember • 00 BETAI GO BALD!
Loveya.
Jenny
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
IS FIRED UP
FOR BETA 500
AMA CM
Friday Apr! 16
Gary, Craig. Chuck, Mark. Slave. Sal. Dan
The original CM Founders
AtWnoon Alpha Chi Seniors!
Thle * your LAST BETA 500
Let's make it THE BEST!
WE LOVE YOU!!
Your Alpha Chi Sisters

Subs and Salads

352-4883

■•• DELTA ZETA"'
GREEK WEEK II
•" DELTAZETA'"

Attention Kappa Slg 1 Skj Ep Beta Teems:
The Beta 600 la getting near.
And we haven t forgotten what happened Hat
vaw.
You beat ua but we have no fear,
So whan ya see them snakes In black-n-gotd-steer deer'
Sigma Nu Beta Team --"In/ect the Venom"
ATTN RHOCHTS
Check out your on campus mearxwee for aome
speCrslnewa
See you Sunday!

DELTA ZETA
Beta 500
DELTA ZETA

(MM) DELTA
Z-Z-ZZETA
0-DELTA
Z-ZETA
QODZIII
■ WOODSTOCK LIVES'
BETA 500
KAPPA'S ARE DYE'N FOR SETA

AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO
AXO
SETA 600 SETA 500 SETA
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO
AXO
SETA 500 SETA 500 SETA

AXO AXO-AXO
500 BETA 600
AXO AXO AXO
500 SETA 500

ALPHA CHI'S 00T THAT SPIRITII
00
OOAXOIIIIIIMIIIII
AXO- Debbie-Lon Lon-Sars -AXO
Real tonight • play tomorrow
GOOOLUCKI
Love, the AX Pit Crew
IETA600
PHIMU
■ETASOO
BETA 600
PHIMU
WE'VE OOT THE SPIRIT!
SETA 600 BETA 500
WE LOVE OUR COACHES
PAT, DAVE, AND BRIAN!
You guys have been greet
We're payched for Saturday!
Love.
THE ALPHA PHI TEAM
BETA 500 BETA 600
BETA 500 BETA 500 BETA 500
.1 day to Go!
GO GO AXO
BETA500
Were Ready
Wa Can't Wan
Let s Bring Home First Place
To Too Oft Greek Week'II
Kappa Delta
SETA $00 BETA 900
ALPHA PHI
WE'VE OOT SPIRIT
ALPHA PM
BETA 500 BETA 600
Beta 500 " 1988
OHIO'S ARE GONNA
"PUSH IT!"
first to ttietweh'
Beta 500' 1BB8

00 DELTA ZETA!

•"KDBerbRybeKD***
Congratulations on being initiated Into PI
Omega PI-National Busiensa Education
Teacher Honor Society Good Luck In your
poaltlon aa Co-President next year.
Your KD Slaters

RIDES

AXO • BETA BEAGLE RETURNS ■ AXO

AXO
Alpha CN's Just Wanna Have Fun
•CTASOO
Alpha CM* Juat Wanna Have Fun
AXO
'
AXOBETATEAat
Debbie. Lon. Lon. Sara. Senono
Tomorrow ia near
So don'l you tear
That* ain't no mountain high enough
So go out there and do your stuff'
I Low You Guys!
Granny
00 00 AXO 00 00 AXO GO 00 AXO

BETA 500 • ADPi ■ BETA 500 .
OOH Beta, Beta. Puah It GOOD
ADPi's Push it Reel Good'
■ETA Theta PI
Gamma Ph, BETA
-A name of EXCELLENCE!
BETA'S:
The slater ■ of Alpha Chi Omega are super exceed tor the race' Beet ol luck with the final
preparation lor the race'
Love. The AXO*
BETA-PHI MU-BETA-PHIMU
Look out Beta.
Here we come
The PHIMU gala
we* be number 11
VVstch the spirit
ol the PHI MU'S By.
when our pmk and white beacons
take oft to the sky'
BETA-PHI MU-BETA-PHIMU
aV«aM teas ■eta »*la Seta
Beta Beta Beta Beta Beta Beta
•eta Beta Beta Beta Beta PM
Pi Beta Pht-you know our middle name
Bruce Smith and Matt VMenaure,
Caught you In the act!
We've suspected you guya of this for a while
now.
Sweet revenge. Apple. Dottle. E-wee. Fetus.
Paw
PS Good Luck at BETA!
CHI OMEGA
The semester la drawing to a close so let's
and N with style end make Friday' • tea a time
lo remember!
Brothers ol Phi Keppa Tau
CN Omega
and
Beta 500...
A Good Thing'
Congratulations to Art WIUhHe
recipient of lha 1988 Student Leader of the
Year Ward. Irom the Office ol Student Actrvmee
SOriantaiion
CONGRATULATIONS TO CHRIS EASTON ON
HER RECENT LAVAUERMQI
LOVE YOUR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SISTERS
Congratulations Sharon Cteakey. Lease Clet
lerbuck. and Dawn Tom on malung 1888-88
Pommetene Officers, and Tracy Johnson, Law
Phsnen. Stephen* Derrick. Meeeea McNabb,
MIcheee Hotfee, Sharon Ehrbar. and Jecoure
Moyer on making the teem II miee you afl!
Love, Tammie
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE DELTA GAMMA
BIKE RACE TEAM
AlmeeBauman
Chertene Ferko
KrlektnSrneey
Diana Anderson
JuneBreen

Tracy Cobb
WAY TO WIN IT AGAIN GIRLS!
DG a BIKE RACES - A WINNING TRADITION'
Congrstulations
SARA and JOE
on your ENGAGEMENT!'!
Love. Jenny I Use
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Pricee reduced Mon Fn 2-7 PM
STINGERS CAFE
DAZE OF ROCK - Apr! 24m
1-6 PM between Student Services a Kreiecher
Two Bands-' Picture That'' I "Spoyki'
Deer "CrkM" 1 Overwhelmed
I never thought I'd find two Mends that amen ao
mcuh to me' I couldn't have gotten through my
■Meet ■oTaemmea'' (T P |2 without your uncondltMeU tnoncatoplll Thank*.
Love always I fnends forever,

DRY DOCK
Nothing u do after the proSciency?
Come on down to the Dry Dock and party to the
muelc of our D J -This la your Hat chance thU
veerl
Open 8 PM *> I AM. No O a and no cover ever.
Dude*.
Uke peace, love. KAPPAS. Beta 500 Dude'
ELWOOO,
WIL YOU HAVE AN OL FOR ONE SCOOBY
SNACK?
''Anyone, Anyoner'
Have a feed 20th and remember mat.
Theee bbckbueter bomb* don't go 0(1 unleee
you hit them krauet right."
JAKEIBBI

Friday. Apr! 22nd from 8 to 11 PM
"On the Rocks"e> coming to
Cheya Snack Bar
Oerl NIKKI OetHermo
Happy 19th. Thanks lor everything Have a
great weekend-make it untorgetabkt. It may be
your lest chance
Loveya.
Sleph and Kan
P S Super hves on
GET OUT OF OUR WAY -WE RE READY TO
START
GET OUT OF OUR WAY-AMD FOLLOW OUR
CART
GET OUT OF OUR LANE -AND GET INTO
YOUR OWN
I SAID, "HEY. HEY, YOU-YOU"
"OET INTO OUR CARTPI PHIS WILL SEE YOU AT BETA!
KAPPA SIGMA

SPEED

Going lor the GOLD
Kappa Deltas
Let's Do It
Greek Week'88

April 22,1988 9
Lllybeth and HMD.
Juat wanted to let y'all know that y'all are
lunny girl a. Let's work on that S chart.
Love.
Penelope (SOFMF)
MEDIA'S EFFECT ON CAMPAKJN SI
Tueeday. Apr! 28th Grand Baaroom 8 00pm
Three Leedng Experts wB Present a PANEL
DISCUSSION on Meda's Ett*ct on the Presidential Campaign
DALE VAN ATT A
■Punter Prize Nominee lor uncovering Iran
Contra Atta*
KATHRYN eXJSHKIN
Director ol EdKonal Admmietration "U S Nawe
a Work) Report
*E PAP-IS
-Former CBS Polbcal Correepondant
DIANE LARSON
Mediator Channel 13 NEWS
Michael Keton Band at Gabby* Fn and Sat
night.

Good Luck Gamma Pis BETA 500 Teem
Laurie Roataah, Lisa Sinatra. Connie Blankschaan. Elizabeth Jaeger, and Sham BMsnskl
Alternate
Catch ma SpMtlll
0000 LUCK TO THE DELTA OAMMA
(ETA 600 TEAM:
KELLY MARTIN
KRISTEN SMILEY
DEBBIE CLECKNER
AIMEE SAUMAN
KAREN FRIETAO
BE AS STRONG AS YOU CAN BE AND
GO FOR VICTORY NUMBER 31
WE'RE SEH-NO YOU ALL THE WAY!
LOVE-THE DEE QEE'S
GOOD LUCK TO OUR BETA TEAM
EVA. BRIDGET. KRIS DIANNE AND JULIE
YOUR SISTERS ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE
WAYt
AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO AGD AGO AGD AGO

MISCELLANY magazine. BOSU'e awerdwlnnlng etudent megszlne, le now accepting
applications lor the following Fell, 1SSS stall
positions: managing editor, easlstant managing editor, chief copy editor, ert director, assistant an director, photo editor.
Application, are evaHabee in 214 Weat Hall
(business olflce): application deadline Is
Tueeday, April 27 at 5:00 pm. For further information, contact Mike Doherty at 372-1237
(home) or 372*978 (newsroom) before April
27.
Mr Sigma Chi IBM SeabackMargarefavwa wea a great tana except for you
know. Fun food* made up lor that I'l make you
a deal, the three kxlpopa you picked for me II
give to you wtm al my heart. If you give be
beckrube and the two R's (the 7-letter on* end
the on* wari petals) Evan If you don't. I think
you're stuck wtm me for awhile (et leeal tw your
next date party, probbfy in September ao so.
huh)
Love,
the Arctic Blond. ESe (to you) or Just Spike
ON YOUR MARK
OET SET.
GO GO AXO"
QOOO LUCK AXO BETA TEAM!
YOU GUYS ARE AWESOME

•ETA
•ETA
■ETA
BETA
•ETA
Kappa Delta
Can't be beat'

OOH BETA BETAI
OOH CHI OMEGA!

Happy Birthday ur Wendy Nome'
Juat think, only a lew more months Ml Dec.
17th I love my LI! L»L Big Amy
HEYAXO'S
OET READY FOR THE
EVENT OF THE YEAR!
TOMORROW THE ALPHA CHI
SPIRIT WILL SHINE'
REMEMBER, ALPHA CHIS JUST
WANNA HAVE FUN!
BETA 500 18SS
UT»,
ALLWIOM
The Alpha XI a are ready to atari Beta weekend
ofl right! Get excited for the best tea ol the
y»1
AMERICA'S TEAM
BETA 500

Panheeemc Council congratulates Julie Seergonton being Greek Athlete of the weefcl
Panheeenic Council congratulates Wendy
Moormen end The Steering Committee tor
their great work wtm Greek W**ki
Way 10 Go for the GoUl

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES MAKE SURE
YOU PICK UP YOUR FORFEIT FEE BETWEEN
APRIL 28. AND MAY 5 FRATERNITIES MUST
PICK UP THEIR FEES. BRtNO YOUR
RECEIPTS TO 108 SRC NO REFUNOS
AFTER MAY 5.
JohnH.
• Happy emontha1' Thankeforal the tun. love.
end greet times ahead'I Love You'
KI-MCP)
Kappa Delta Seniors
Only 2 more weeks ol school but even better
2 day* untl Senior Banquet Bring 0*1 on
your aletera and you may get a blanket!
Kappa Delta Congratulates
TrldaChappel
Orientation Loader
Campus Tour Guide
KAPPA DELTA'S
Congrstulations on your outstanding booth
banner, and participation in Greek Week
"Go For the Gold''
Kappa Dude*.
Uke Peace. Love. KAPPA. Beta-500!
Ksthy Mecegan.
Congratulations on your recent engagement
10 your man In Alabama. We're so happy for
yogi
IMS,
Your nexl door nelghbore (P.L.M.)
KD BETH WURLEY KD
Congratuletlona on winning the Rex Gottshal
Memorial Schoavshlp
APT. Your KDSialore
KD POMMERETTE KD
Rene Hooper
Congratulations on being selected aa in
1988-89 Pommerefte eftem ""
Waytogo'
YourKDSielers
HERE COMES AMERICA'S TEAM

PHI TAU BETA TEAM HAS ITS SIGHTS SET
ONN0.1
PHI TAU'S and DEE ZEE'S
Whatapeir!
First place Beta wave**
Is the title we'l soon share'
With coaches Ike you guys
How could we go wrong?
Thai year* Beta teem
la whet we did form.
And to prove that's true
Wei take the other* by etorm'
See you at me race

PI Beta Bate Beta Bete Beta
Beta Beta Beta Beta Beta Beta
Beta Beta Beta Bets Bets Phid
PI Beta Phi-you know our middle name
Pi Beta Pin • Beta 500
Pi Beta Pnl - Beta 500
Hey you - get out of our way
Hey Pi Phi* ■ get into our cert
Pi Bete Phi - Beta 500
PI Kappa Phi
Kappa Delta
GO FOR THE GOLD'
GREEK WEEK 1988
Rock-n-Rol with Micneel Keton st GOby* Fn 6
Sat
Rumor BBS it met the Chi Omega Beta teem haa
been seen breaking al apeed emits around
campue'
OOH Beta Beta
COHChiOmege
Go Crlaty. baa. Kathy. Pam 1 Peggy!
CMOme9eNo.il
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!
The Non-Refundable S25 Rush
Regies-soon fee mey be pea in
425 Student Services
RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!

THANKS ALPHA SKJS
(BROTHERS. PLEDGES, and UTTLE SISSESI
-FOR YOUR SUPPORT ANO ENCOURAGE
MENT DURING MY CAMPAIGN
-SEAN
Thanks 10
Gala Swank*. Director ol UAO lor your help
support of the Downtown Busaiesa Aasoca
ton's
COLLEGE NIGHT
The Alpha Xla wrah everyone the best of luck
Beta and hope everyone had a great Greetd
Week'
Love, the Alpha Xi*
THE ALPHA GAMS
LOVE THEIR BETA COACHES
MURRAY ANO YUDS
Thanks guya-you're greet*'
The Brothers of DELTA TAU DELTA would BM
10 congratulate SEAN HARDY on hie DELT
ALPHA XI lavalierxig 10 TERESA Boo Boo'
BLACKMAN PSS
The Sisters ot Alphe Clx Omega would Ike to
wteh al participants in this weekend's Bets 500
the beat ol luck'
Theta CN Alumni.
Welcome back for Founders Day celebrations
' ' THE WINNING TRADITION CONTINUES ■ ■

TO THE GREATEST GROUP OF PEOPLE Of
THIS CAMPUS (YOU ALL KNOW WHO YOl
ARE)!
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING I REALLY AP
PRECIATE EVERYTHING YOU GUYS DID FOR|
ME I WILL NEVER LET IT HAPPEN AGAIN
IWELL. AT LEAST NOT WIHOUT ALL OF YOU
GET READY FOR TONIGHT ANO
TOMORROW IT WILL BE UNFORGETTABLE
LOVE. BEMASSl
We would ake to thank the following people for
al their hard work for Greek Week 1988
SECRETARY KATHY VERNON
PUBLICITY PROGRAM CARRIE FOLTZ
SCOTT EtUCHHEIT
TSHRTS BETH WANNEMACHER
AWAROS BETH MACK
CARNIVAL TRACI WILSON
SUEHANSEN
BANNER FLAGS HEATHER GRUNNER
RECEPTION ADAM STERLE
JUUE JENKINS
JR OLYMPICS AMY WELSH
SEANSLOVENSKI
GREEK GAMES PICNIC LAURA KROTKY
JEFF ENDERS
ED RICE

GREEK SING USA SHERRIIL
LAURA GORMAN
CLOSING CEREMONY DIANE KINZER
CHRIS CHEUVRONT
FRANK SEERY
GREEK REPRESENTATIVES WENDY MOOR
MAN!
CHRIS SHUFF
GREEK WEEK ASSISTANT KELLY KARSH
NER
GRADUATE ADVISOR MARY RONAN
We'l be the ones running by you.
Pi Phi runners step in your shoes
We'l be your non-slop spmt
Get it whae you can
BETA 500 We re your fans'
Yo Beta Yo Beta Yo Beta Yo'
We're ready to win
We're ready to go!
Yo Beta Yo Beta Yo Beta Yo'
We're number one
Were the CHI OS'

WANTED
Scott -ekes ROVER
HAPPY 1 Bm BIRTHOAYI!
Good luck on the prot "
I LOVE YOU"
Kumquat

SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS
Pll ail return al pledge cards to MUeti Center
aa they ere completed
KEEP UP THE 0OO0 WORK I!

LACROSSE
LACROSSE
LACROSSE
FALCONS VS EARLHAM COLLEGE
AND WRIGHT STATE UNTV
SUN 4-24 1 30 PM
BEHINOBABLDG
BRING YOUR COOLER AND A BLANKET

STINGER S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10 PM
Eat In only

To my ADPI sisters and even Bert Thanks tor 1
me tun and special memories I love ye a
Love, usa usa

KEVIN MOORMAN
Congrats on your Senatorial Office with USQ
and Social Cherman lor me Fie's I arwsys knew
you could do it I LoveYa
Your Favors* RA In Mac Eaal

KKG BEta 500 KKQ
The Kappas are Psyched tor Beta 500
KKG Beta 500 KKG

STACY WALKER
Yercrn its your birthday Howe it's aa specie
ea you are.
Love: Lon. Ang. Karen. Maria

PNMu

SCOTT CRA10.
Good kick tomorrow I know you can do It
You're tha BEST! Love, Your Nerveness.
Angle

KKG SHARON EHRBAR KKG
Congrstulations on your aekKtlon
aa a 1988 Pommerefte'

Sigma Nu
Sigma Alpha Epsaon
GO FOR THE GOLD'
GREEK WEEK 1988

Theta Chl'a
Looking tor to Beer end Bagels with you on Set
urday!
Gel payched tor Beta"
Love the
PhiMus

KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
MARTHA STRAUCH
Congratulations on your Outstanding Teacher
Awerd lor the Coeege ol Musical Arta
AOT Your Staters
KDKOI<DKDKDKDKDKDK0KDKDKDKO

Km Patsy, snd She*.
We've worked our teas off and now it's time
We know whet we're dang end we'l do fine
Just relax, take a deep breeth. and run eke mad.
becauee th* year gala SETA 500 win behadi
4 la no more'We can do it! Love. Chna

Sigma Chl'a
Get payched lor kegs and agga on Set before
Bete cause we ere'
Love. The Alpha Phi's

HAPPY 20TH'
Hope you have a greet B-day'
You aura deserve it'
Get reedy lor a partyin weekend!'
Loveya!
Your D S Room*)

PhiMu'a.
The Brothers of Theta Chi are looking torwarr to
■lutnei awesome BETA weekend.
LoveYa.
Don

SKI EP-AXO-SK) EP'AXO'SIG EP'AXO
10 am ..Saturday.. .Sig Ep House
'BETA 500 PSYCHE4JP BASH'
* A WINNING COMBINATION *
QOOO LUCK TO OUR BETA RACERS
SIQ EP'AXO'SK) EP-AXO-SIO EP-AXO

Patty.

Wa want Seta Bad!

Hey Lorl'
Chick*
Clack* Dig
ChlckaDigMe
Chicks Dig Me Tool

SK3 EP BETA TEAM
Good Luck on Saturday
Wei be rooting for you'
DEE GEE 3!
SIGEP 20'
■ The Slsteta of Delte Gamma

SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS
Please return al pledge carda to Mastl Center
aa they are cxxnc«*ted
KEEP UP THE OOOO WORKII
SIGEP
THE COUNTDOWN TO NUMBER 20 IS ON!
LETS OET PSYCHED FOR AN AWESOME
WEEKEND'
SIGEP
SkjEp' AXO'SlgEp- AXO-SlgEp
There owe-art be a better way
To begin tie moat trerJaonal day!
BETA 500 ■ 1988
StG EP BETA TEAM
Since February 1. 1986 we've given
oureetvee to the cause.
Seice February 1. 1988 we ve dediceted
our avee to a singt* vkson:
Since Aprl 11. 1987 we've deeired
nothing more than TOTAL VICTORY!
—The Coecnee

1 nonsmoking mMs roomrnate wantM tor taN &
spnng 88 89. Ca> 0«v« or Bob at 354-3242
1 or 2 tttnttt roornrnalM neeotW for 88-89
tcftool ym Prttm non-imokera. Ortwt Location Riitaatonatta rani 354 0981 asktorjana
Cal after 5 PM
t or 2 mate or female roommates wanted to ttve
in nouee lor sumrner Close to campus $ 103 a
month CaM 353 0668
1-2 female (c-Dmmates needed lo share a mce
2 bedroom apartment close to c-flfitpua (or the
entire summer Cal 353-0205 ater 5 PM
2 male, non-sn-oklng roommate* lor 88 89
school year 2 bdrm . furnished. AC -great location Cal Oen at 354-3937 OR Brent 354-4614
2 people to sublease fumtshed apt lor summer. do*e-io-campus. air cond and swimmsng
pool Cheep rent cal 353 2656 or 353-6122
2 people to sublease mce. on* bdrm hrnierted
apt for sumrrw Cheap rent ALL UTHJTlES
PAlO Cloa* to campus Cal 3536122
3 females to eubleaaa 2 bdrm apt for summer.
Located at Wage Gre*n Apts. near bus station.
Hea AC & clean outdoor pool Cal Kan or Colleen at 353-1677
Anyone toofcng lor a r>on-smolung female Chrt*
dan -comma** lor 88-89 school year,
cal AHJI al 354-6914
F rmte tor any one or comb-ration ol the next
3 term* (aurnmar. fal sprmg) l«o* 2 person
apt cloee to campus Pl..«a* cal Tract*
353-5020

Cont. on page 10.

/

Classifieds

« April 22,1988

Cont.frompage9.

WANTED One roommate to live in Haven
House for 88-89 Cal Scott at 2-5638

HELP US! 3 non-smoking female roommates
needed to sub-lease an E Wooster apt (or the
summer $135 mo A alec Cal please* Chns
372-4900

WANTED On* parson summer sublease, own
bedroom, next to campus, al uNitos paid. May
15-Aug 15. SI22amo CaMJohn 354-2379

Help* Need 88 89 roommate for nice 2-BD
CaH Annette 782-9336

We buy cars; wrecked, junked or anything!
PH 352-5134

H you ttw* you are pood at Pmg Pong come to
Howards Monday a Tuesday after 10 30 BYOP
NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 3725541
Needed: 1 male roommate to subleaao Scott
llamsson apt. lor summer semester Close to
campus, reasonable rent CaH Rich 364-4924
Needed One female roommate to lease large
apartment tor 86-89 Cal Karen or Carolyn at
353-2849
Needed Two female roommates to sublease
large apartment for summer. Cal Carolyn or
Lisa at 353-2849
One male to sublease tor summer $150 a mo
pfeja uH Contact Owen at 3530977 close to
campus
Roommate wanted for 1988-89 school year.
Low rant, close to campus Cal 372-1055 or
372-1745
Three frkendry girts need 1 female for Sum ft F
86 ft Sp 89. Spacious 2 bdrm apt on 8th ft
High Offers pd gas ft low rent Call us at
353-12991
Tow smal boat (16 ft -1500 fes ) from Toledo
to Tucson AZ-Can be puled with intermediate
car $250 paid on arrival Would consider delivery to Phoenix or El Peso Cal Perrysburg
874-691 2 evenings
Two female roommates needed tor summer si
nice house Cloae to campus Cal 352-1668

WANTED-1 NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE FOR
SUM SI36 A MO START MAY 16 PHONE ft
CABLE MCL SPL/T ELEC CALL JM AT
364-2451
WANTED; Christian female roommate for this
summer Starting either during the May session
or June session until the ending of the session
n August. Two bedroom apartment close to
campus Cal 353 8208

HELP WANTED
200 Counselors ft Instructors Needed* Private, coed summer cemp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Penn. Lohlkan, PO BOX
234BQ, Kenllworth. NJ 07033 (201-278-0565.
ACTIVISTS, ENVIRONMENTALISTS
The Ohio Public Interest Campaign, Ohio's
largest consumer and environmental
lobbying group has summer and tul-hme
positions available We are looking (or
energetic. erttcufete men and women
interested in working for. environmental
protectton-confrol o( toxic hazards.
utility insurance rate reform and progressive electoral campaigns. S275 a wk
tostart For interviewee! 419 241-9093
(Toledo Area). 216-881-5200 (Clave
Area],
216-376-5277 (Akron Area).
614-224-4111
(Col Area). 513-221 -2100 (Onci Area).
ST3-228-8506 (TJayton Area)

Chi id Care Worker
Ful time, rotating ahtft position with 24 hour, six
bed residential assessment and treatment facility lor children age 2-17 Send resume to CRC.
P O Box 738 BowUngGreen OH 43402 EOE

COUNSELORS: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed chldren's camp, Northeastern Pennsylvania Specialty counselors for: Swimming, Sailing.
Water-Skiing. Tennis. Gymnastics, Softbal. Volleyball. Fine Arts. Guitar. Dance. Ceramics
(Hand ft Wheel), Photography, NatureCamping, Nurses Other robs available. On
Campus Interviews. Wednesday, Apr! 27th,
1968 from 11.00 sm to 5 30 pm. Sign up
Student Employment Office. 450 Student Services BkJg
For further information call
516869-3217

Special ■■

1

13

QEAUQA LAKE SUMMER INTERNSHIP
Exceeent opportunity for professional minded
individual to work as a Group Coordinator for
the Sales-Promotions department Sand resume to Geauga Cake 1060 Aurora Road,
AufO'a. OH 44202. Ann Sales Manager

Waiters. Walreeaee. Bartenders. Floor Walkers, needed to HI positions Energetic Individuals, apply In parson Tues Through Sun Night
at bunone Night Club. 25481 Dixie Hwy . Perrysburg

IMMEDIATE PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE Our
company is seeking several employees to perform unstated light production work Flexible
hours around class schedules can be arranged
or ful time in summer The rate of wage la
S3 35 per hour If interested, stop Dy or cal the
company office at 352-5626 Advanced Spe
cWy Products. Inc. 428 Ctough St.. Bowing
Green. Ohio

FOR SALE

Looking tor part-time work and only night times
available? Night time la the right time at Henry
J's. Limited wariress. wntar ft floor walker openings for energetic, honest ft outgoing people.
Apply at the only fun place to work. Henry J'a
Wad-Sun After 8 PM 1532 S Byrne In the
Glenbyrn Shopping Center.
Marketing Rep-Kinkos Copies enjoy a part time position promoting Klnko's services throughout the acadmlc community Excellent pay and commission
structure for the right person Apply In person
at Klnko's Copies. 113 Raaroad St Bowing
Green OH
No plans lor this summer yet?
We can show you how to get m shape, take
charge of your He, and gat pafd nearly
$700 plus room and board for six weeks
this summer If you Ike it, you could also
earn $1000 for each of the next two years
learning officersh'p Cal the Military
Science Department at 372-2476.
Summer Jobs Toledo baaed distributer haa
openmga In outside safes Base pay plus commission of up to $600 per week possible for
ambmous goei-onented person Must be Bvfng
In BG-Toledo area this summer. Cal (419)
882-3712
SUMMER POOL EMPLOYMENT
The City of Bowling Green Parks A Recreation
Department Is now accepting applications (or al
rxxi-manogemeni positions lor summer pool
employment. Positions needed are as follows.
Swim Instructor with W S I-S4 00 an hr, Swim
Instructor with Red Cross-$3 50 an hr.. Assistant to instructor $3 00 an hr., Concessionaire-$3 50 an hr . Lifeguard-$4 00 an hr. Bas
keteer $3 00 an hr.,Caahier-S3.60 an hr. Applicants lor Lifeguard positions must have current certification In Advanced Ufesaving and
First Aid. Interested persons may obtain an application dally. Monday-Friday, during business
hours form the Personnel Department, 304 N.
Church, until April 29th The City of Bowling
Green la an Affirmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer

4

One Coupon Per Order
€xplrcs
4/30/88

kvs

.^WK

203 N. main St

352-5166
Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY!

B.G.s Oldest ond finest Pizzeria

1985 Honda 850 NlghthavA. Uke new, shaft
drive. 3500 miles $1800 Arm. 372-1182 or
1-782-6238
1988 Chevy Spectrum, 4 door. 6 speed,
stereo. AC, good cond 20.000 ml. $8200 or
take over payments Cal 352-5781
2 bdrm. turn, good conoWon mobil home tor
sale $5,500 can 352-5001

ELECT

LOSEY
SHERIFF
PolBia.Adm.iKn.ent
Efea Lceey Sheriff Comm; L. Swanson. trass,
18746 North. Tontoginy. O.

APRIL 30TH. 1988

STARTS 2:00 P.M.
THETA CHI HOUSE

IF NOT YOU ARE MISSING:
* ALL YOU CAN EAT CHICKEN & HOT DOGS
* THE BAND - "THE EXCHANGE"
* HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL NIGHT AT
UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN
* A GREAT CHANCE TO SEE ALL YOUR
FRIENDS BEFORE SCHOOL ENDS

YOU'D BETTER GET THIS TICKET!
Call 352-9001 or Ask Any THETA CHI For A Ticket

THETA FEST 88
April 30th 2-6 p.m.
THETA CHI House
334 N. Main St.

Large two person apartment
for summer sublet. Right across

824 Sixth Street
Renting tor Summer 1988 and 1988 89
school year 2 Bdrm My rumtahed apts
Free neat, weler, sewer! Tenants pay '
electricity Cal 352-4986 eves

Wooster from Csmpusl Only $300 per
parson for the entire summer.
Inquire at 354-0736
Must sublease 1 bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt
Rent $190 for June, July, Aug Good neigh
borhood. Own room, AC Cal 354-4903

AFFORDABLE CAMPUS LIVING
3th) High St.
FREE Gas Heat, Water a Sewe.
Private parking A laundry facilities
New bedroom carpeting
NEW price listing
Newkwe Rentals 321S. Main

Need Subiettors to Rent House lor Summer 88,
newly renovated. CHEAP, must pay monthly
tent and unities Will negotiate CalNOWl
3540599 or 353-0581
Nice, quiet 1 bdrm apt downtown Aval Mid
May Cal 354-3058 evenings

1524120
78 Ford Mustang Good Condition Must sea
$550-1 large pirana and 20 gallon tank $80
363-7720
Commodore 128 Computer and Daskdrtve. Two
pkgssoltwareIncluded 372-4132
For Sale by Owner 1 1-2 story, 3 bdrm.,
basement, oversized. 1 car garage, remodeled
Inside and out. 352-7389 alter 5 pm
FOR SALE Dorm tee Refrigerator Great Condrbon. asking $100, but negotiable.
Cal 2-6430
For Sale: Ful 12-epeed Sport-tour bicycle, mint
condition, many extras Included
$186
372-5005

MUMM
For sale. $75 or beat otter. Serious cals only.
353-4625
MARCY WEIGHT SYSTEM with bench and tree
stand Good condTOon.. hardry used MUST
SELLIAsklng $300 Cal 354-0109 early morntnga and weekends.
SUNOLASSES
VUAHNET. RAY-BAN,
SERENGETTI, WAYFARER
, 10* DISCOUNT WITH AD
1022 N PROSPECT 352-2502

1 bdrm. avakble-NOW a August-2 bdrm apt.
$150 a mo., air, pool, near campus Cal Dayna
or Vkxa 354-3441
1 large room In a house extremely close to
campus available for summer sublease $110 a
month and ulltlea. If two people want to share
room » would be only $55 a month Cal
353-1192
1 semester tel lease $340 e month Furnished
efficiency. Al utilities paid. Limited number left
PH 354-3182 or 352-1620
1-2 BEDROOM APT
School yew. yew. summer leases available - S
IV Rentals 352 7464

2 bdrm duplex lor summer 88
372-4132

ASSORTMENT Of APARTMENTS
AND HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR
SUMMER AND FALL RENTAL!
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REALESTATE
319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260 OR 352-0553
OPEN • AM TO a PM

Beautiful Downtown Apt. lor summer subk*ase.
1 bdrm inexpensive Cal 353-0330
KM RENT
Excelent location on comer of Court and Summit Street Summer only. $90 a mo ea. tor lour
students Un Included Cal lor less than lour or
nformation 352 2932
FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. tor summer '88
Close to campua, rent negot 353-2636
FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
1/2 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAILABLE FALL t SPRING SEMESTERS
352-1800 EVENINGS $ WEEKENDS
352-4873 WEEKDAYS
Furnished Efficiency for Summer
$225-mo includes utHtles
CALL 354-0367 7p.m to Midnight

2 bdrm. apt. tor Summer '88
Close to campus, pool. A C .
dishwasher 1,2. or 3 rmmtes Rent negot.
352 4990 or 352-2027.

DO YOU OWN
THIS TICKET?

354-6036

2Ddrm deluxe apts Summer only $500 Cal
052-3445

1985 CJ7 Jew. sottop. 4x4. 4 speed, good
condition. Cal 287-3887, 287 4018

1 bdrm. apt dose to campus aval June 10
$!95amo pkjsutl Ce»364 1079alter6 PM

Extra Items 75* ea.
B.G. LOCATION ONLY

1970 Chev MaKxj 2 Or AM FM Cassette.
Air. Good Cond.. Runs Great' MUST SELL1
$700 or BEST.CsJ 352-12*1 evenings

FOR RENT

0nc,tcmplzzo
"
Chlcogo Style extra

$ A 75

'7t Ford Grenada 1550
Run.wsll, NoRu.1.
Cell 351-7513

Jay Mar Apartments
2bdrm .ummer-l.ll rentals
clean, ettordable and privately owned
We care about you
Furn. unlurn, laundry, AC
Special: FREE Cable TV
installation it leased lor Fall by 5 15-88

2 BEDROOM FURN 4 UNFURN
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER $ 9-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGERS CAFE
362-1800 EVENINGS 1 WEEKEND
352-4873 WEEKDAYS

Now leasing • May or Aug. LMsee. 1 and 2
bdrm. apts. and houses. Yes, we do alow pels
353 1338
Now Leeelng lor Summer and Fal
HAVEN HOUSE
PEIOMONT APARTMENTS
Al residents receive a Free membership lo
Cherrywood Health Spa
362-9378
Now leasing- May a Aug leases 1.2.3 bdrm
apts. & houses Yes. we do slow pets.
353-1336
Now leasing lor Summer sod Fall Duplexes al
702, 702 1/2, 704 and 704 1/2 Sixth St Al
residence receive membership st Cherrywood
Health Spa 352-9378
Perrysburg Inn
26054 St. Rt 26 let 1-475)
Special student rate-$l 8 (ages)
phones, special monthly, weekly, and exam
raise. In-room movies, HBO
Waterbeda

874-9363
SPACIOUS APARTMENT {2-Bedrooml) on E
Merry available for Summer Low. low unities
Balcony w greet view.
Contact Brian, 353 0799

ORADS OR QUIET UNDERGRADS
2 bdrm 2-3 people 12 month lease
FREE heat. AC, cooking, water
VERY ATTRACTIVE BUILDING
352-3445

Summer Rentale- 3 month leases
Apartments- Houses-Rooms
Phone 352-7365
SUMMER RENTALS
Apartments Starting at 160'month
office at 316 E. Marry Apt »3
or phone 352-7365

We have a few summer rentals
avaUbletoor

GRADUATE STUDENTSCome to the people who understand
your Housing Needs
Newlove Rentals has an extenslvs
listing ol houses and apartments
perfect tor your lif.atyl.
NEWLOVE RENTALS
352-5620- 32a S. Main
GREAT LOCATION
House available for 2-3 people for this summer
Great location lust across the street from campus on Wooster Cal JEFF INGALLS or MIKE
SNYDER al 353-2855 Don't miss a great cMel

'46 Manvlse

2 bdrm. furnished apt. Cloae to campua and
downtown Available May 16 352-5389

NO UTILITY BILLS
2 brm luty lurrUshed apts
Excelent location on Third Street
Very reasonable Juat $ 140 a month
per person for 4 person occupancy
(9 payments for school yaws') Ownera pay
l CM 352-4966 Eves

Need to sublease Studio Apartment for the
summer, Rent $150 a mo. negotiable. Cal
Scot! at 353-7311

SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apt one
or two persona AC. basic cable, no deposit
352-3042
Summer "ublmi. 311 8 Main Large lumlahed 2 bdrm apt $350 per month. Cal Laura
352-0078
THE PERFECT FtT
R E MANAGEMENT
AND YOU1
TRY OUR LARGE EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
|ON FOR SIZE. COMFORT AND AFFORDA
BaJTV
FALL LEASES AVAILABLE

182-9302

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
-frOne and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
•sir Heat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
•frOn Site Management
•fr Full-time Maintenance
ir Swimming Pools
-iVClose to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
■fr Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
04 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

April 22, 1988

The BG News Magazine

Critic commends 'Man of La Mancha'
by N>ncy Erikton

Friday /Paul Vcrnon
ban W. Fuller (left), graduate ttudant In thaatra, rahaaraaa for hla rota aa Mlgual da
Cervantaa in tha musical 'Man of la Mancha.' Carvantaa' countarpart Sancfio Panza
la playad by Karry Riff la (right), graduata atudant In thaatra. Tha musical will ba parformad tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. In tha Eva Maria Saint Thaatra.

'To dream the impossible dream."
A play had never made me feel consoled
and inspired at the same time before I saw
the musical Man of La Mancha which is
showing tonight and tomorrow night.
The story is about a man named Miguel
de Cervantes who is imprisoned during the
Spanish Inquisition. Upon arriving in the
prison cell, he is questioned and ridiculed
by the other prisoners because he has
been imprisoned for being a poet and performer, while the others are thieves and
murderers.
Cervantes decides the best way to make
the other prisoners understand his work is
to get them to act out a play with him. This
is when Cervantes becomes Don Quixote
and the prisoners and audience slowly and
surely become absorbed in his story.
The story that Cervantes brings the
prisoners and the audience into is the story
of Don Quixote. Don Quixote is a man
caught up in his fantasy world of knights
and dragons and fair maidens, but his story
is very real because it is something that
everyone experiences at one time in his life
— the impossible dream.
Miguel de Cervantes is played by Ivan W.
Fuller, graduate student in theatre. The
role is loaded, in that he has to play Cervantes playing Don Quixote, but he makes
the transitions between the two easily and
cleanly. I always knew which character he
was at any given time.
His strongest points are by far his face
and his characterization. He has a real innocence to his expressions and is interesting to watch. As I watched him, I couldn't
imagine anyone else in the role. He believes in what he is doing, even though it is
all supposed to be fantasy. When he sees
imaginary castles, he really sees them and
helps the audience to see them too.
One of his best bits, among many, is the
attack of the windmill/monster in the beginning of Act I. Quixote thinks the windmill is a monster and attacks it Even
though I knew it was a windmill, I couldn't
help have just a little hope that he would
win.
Along with playing well with the audience and the imaginary. Fuller plays off his
counterpart as well, the lovable Sancho
Panza, played by Kerry Riffle, graduate in
theatre.
Sancho is Quixote's sidekick and although he is not as brave or valiant, he is
certainly a pleasure to watch. Riffle has
wonderful characterizaton as well, and
reacts well to the action on stage. There is
one minor flaw in his character choices
though — his Jewish accent Not that Jewish accents are wrong in and of themselves, but I didn't find it appropriate for a
Spaniard.
Along with Sancho, there is the "fair
lady" Aldonza, whom Quixote affectionately called Dulcenea. Aldonza is played by

Kimberly Schultheiss, graduate student in
theatre. Schultheiss has wonderful facial
expressions as well, and has very relaxed
movements on stage. She seems at home
on the stage and it shows in her singing.
Her voice is confident and very strong.
There is no problem hearing her over the
orchestra, which did happen a couple of
times in other numbers.
For the most part, the music of both the
orchestra and the vocals harmonize
together well to make the musical aspect of
this performance enjoyable for the audience.
Although they are not all mentioned, the
performances of the other actors and actresses are not uninteresting or poor.
There is not one person in the cast from
Don Quixote to his horse, that is not concentrating or interesting, or significant
There was only one time during this almost flawless production that I felt uncomfortable or like the actors may have
felt uncomfortable. This was during the
abduction/rape scene of Aldonza by the
muleteers. It was too violent and I was disturbed by the movement, which was explicit However, I was not offended. The
blocking, although difficult, was appropriate for the story and handled well by the
performers involved.
The orchestra is conducted by Paul
Hunt assistant professor in music, and the
musical itself is directed by Dr. Allen
White, professor of theatre. The production as a whole seemed together; it was obvious that the musical and theatrical directors worked on unifying the music and the
acting. The unity they achieve is certainly
an asset to the production.
The technical and costuming crews
should be commended as well. Upon entering Eva Marie Saint Theatre, I was overwhelmed by the awesome set, which is an
excellent model of a 1500's prison cell.
There is even a staircase that is similar to a
draw bridge. The costumes are very authentic and some of them are even beautiful,
even though those wearing them were
prisoners.
Speaking of the prisoners, there are
roughly about 20 of them, that switch from
prisoners to characters in Cervantes play
very easily and make the transitions as
cleanly as Fuller.
Don Quixote, the man of La Mancha
chased windmills. He never gave up his
love for the one he held most dear in his
heart. He was always loyal to his sidekick.
He never stopped dreaming his impossible
dream, to make the world a better place to
live.
His audiences will really be able to empathize with him. I know I have a Don
Quixote inside of me. Doesn't everybody?
The play, by Dale Wasserman, runs tonight and tomorrow night starting at 8
p.m. in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
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Chores performs overseas
by Uun Oormti
Frankfurt, Vienna, and Salzburg will
highlight this summer's two-week musical
tour for the University's Collegiate Chorale. Along with a chance to perform, the
chorale will be able to visit historical
sights.
Although only approximately 20 students will be going on the trip, "Well have
a well-balanced group of singers," said Dr.
Terry Eder, director of the University Collegiate Chorale.
Bowling Green wQl also combine with
the chorale group from Sam Houston
$tate University in Houston, Texas for the
.tour. "The unique.thing about the trip is
we wiD rehearse here at home, and they'll
rehearse in Houston. We won't meet until
we get to Europe," Eder said. According
to Eder, with the combined choirs, there
wiD be approximately 40 to 50 singers.
Eder contacted the director of the Sam
Houston State University Chorale group,
who was Eder's music teacher while he was
in college, to help coordinate this
European trip. They collaborated about
the trip and each submitted a tape last
summer of their choirs performances to
1NTROPA, an international travel agency,
indicating where they would like to perform and travel. INTROI'A deals mainly
with musical groups, submitting their tapes
to European choirs for acceptance to perform.
Originally, the choral groups were invited to perform in Jerusalem. With the political problems in Israel, however, they
decided not to perform there. Another invitation came from Salzburg to sing at the

Dome Cathedral. They accepted this invitation, and INTROI'A helped plan the
tour.
The Dome Cathedral receives many
tapes of groups hoping to be accepted.
"It's an honor to receive this invitation because the Dome Cathedral choir director
must decide between the several performance tapes received," Eder explained.
The chorale group will perform an ailAmerican program that is classically oriented along with featuring folk songs. "Most
European audiences want American
groups to perform in their own style and
native language," Eder said.
Johann Sebastian Bach's hometown in
Leipzig, Germany, George Frederick Handel's home in Halle, Germany and Vienna
highlight the tour as important musical cities. "Vienna is the city of music, the place
to go to see where many important musical
trends started. It is the city of musk," Martha Strauch, junior music education major,
said.
The culmination of the musical tour will
be a performance in the Salzburg Dome
Cathedral when the combined choirs will
sing the Schubert C-major mass with the
Dome orchestra and choir.
Eder feels the trip is educational because "it is moving to see what the people
are experiencing and how different their
lifestyles are. It makes you more grateful
and thankful for what we have."
Several fund raising projects by the
chorale have helped finance the summer
tour. Eder said the biggest money maker
for the group has been a Christmas album
by the Collegiate Chorale.

Dinner theater has shows

byBthCtmrdi
A Broadway show and a prime rib dinner
may sound like a night out in New York
City, but an evening on the town such as
this actually is possible a lot closer to Bowling Green.
The Westgate Dinner Theatre, built in
1974, is a Toledo restaurant that offers
musical or theatrical performances Tuesday through Saturday evenings and Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday afternoons.
All shows are produced by Ken Shaw,
who is the also the owner of the theater,
according to Sharon Hummel, box office
assistant manager. She said he is responsible for selecting shows to be brought in,
and hiring the directors and choreographers. Approximately 30 percent of the
each cast is made of local actors, and the
majority are professional members of

Actors Equity.
"Ken, the directors and the choreographers are all responsible for putting
together the cast," she said.
Shaw creates a schedule early each year
for the season. According to Hummel,
shows run anywhere between six and ten
weeks.
Hummel said season tickets are available
at a cost of $90, which usually includes five
shows.
Because all tickets are general admission, patrons are urged to make reservations for each show, Hummel said.
Tickets for Wednesday and Thursday
evenings are $23, and $25 for Friday and
Saturday. Hummel said tickets for the
show and dinner cannot be purchased separately.
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Regular
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with any
one item

Any Big
Sub

$3.50
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POLLVCVCS
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Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/7/88

Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/7/88
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WEISS BEERS ARE BACKII
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THE SYCAMORE GROVE
presents
NEW & IMPROVED
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
April 21, 22, & 23
HAPPY HOUR 5 to 9
NO COVER THURSDAY
PHONE: 837-6545
15 minutes from campus
105 E. to Pemberville Rd.
N. to Middleton Pike (582) E.

,

What is it?
If you can identify this
object, you could win a $15
gift certificate from Stingers
Cafe. 1414 E. Wooster. (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).

Sponsored by

Drop your answers in the
entry box located in the BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall.
Entries are due by
Thursday. Apr. 28th at 2
p.m. The winning entry will
be named at that time. If
more than one correct entry
is received, a drawing will
be held to determine the
winner.
Employees of BGSU
Student Publications are not
eligible.

Ruth MM#f coiT#ctty kJ#Mlff1od lost w#+ks object as a
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$1.00 T $1.00
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ENTRY FORM

Name
Address
Phone Number
What is it?

Return to BG News Editorial Office. 214 West Hall. BGSU.
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Opera star returns for Toledo show
by Deborah Rene OotUcrnlk
Costanza Cuccaro, international opera
star and former University student, will return to the area to star in Mozart's "Rescue from the Harem," Toledo Opera's
season finale.
Cuccaro left the University, where she
studied violin to accept a vocal scholarship
at the University of Iowa. After winning
first prize in the Metropolitan Opera
National Auditions, she completed her
studies with Luigi Ricci in Rome.
Her career began with three seasons of
principal roles with the Zurich Opera, after
which she joined the Deutsche Opera Berlin, debuting as Fiorella in II Turco in Italia.
Cuccaro, a native of Fremont, Ohio, has
built an impressive career as an opera and
concert artist on both sides of the Atlantic.
Cuccara has starred in a film version of the
opera performed at the Ottawa National
Festival of the Arts. She has starred at the
Vienna Stattsoper as Cilda in Rigoletto
and the Metropolitan Opera as Rosina in II
Barbiere di Siviglia.
Last fall Cuccaro was named visiting assistant professor and artist-in-residence at
the University of Missouri at Columbia.
She teaches voice to graduate students for
six months a year and performs in the
U.S., Canada and Europe for the remainder of the year.

Conitanza Cuccaro, a world ranownad opara ttar who la originally a natlva of Framonl and tormar Unhrararty itudant will raturn to tha araa to alng In tha opara 'Raacua from tha Hiram.' Tha opara la to ba parlormod April 30 at tha Tolado Maaonlc
Auditorium.

Cuccaro said, "I teach 12 graduate students, and I consider eight of them to be
extremely talented. They probably could
have good careers with a lot of hard
work...I've always known that the Midwest
produces good students. After I give a recital, I often give a master class the next
morning at the University, and I've noticed
it I don't know why Midwestemers are
good opera singers. Maybe it's because
they're corn-fed...someone once told me
that"

«K'

Cuccaro compares teaching to giving a
gift. "If you have a gift, you can either go
home and bury it or you can do something
with it. And once you've done something
with it, you can pass it along...If you've
learned a lot, in languages and style and
technique, it's about the best gift you can
give-to pass it on to younger people."
Cuccaro believes that hard work is the
key to success. "You can be blessed with
(vocal) talent," she said, "but it's hard
work that will get you there."
"I don't party and I don't go out a lot. I
study a lot and work a lot I make sure I
know the book and the languages. As a result, I've been singing many of my roles for
18 years," she said.
Cuccaro first performed Costanza, the
heroine of "Rescue from the Harem," in
1970.18 years ago.
"It's such a strong role, I love it," she
said. "It's really my namesake role. The
best words for 'Costanza' in German are
translated as 'steadfast' and 'true.' You get
to portray such truth and loyalty-and
that's what I am." she said.

Although Cuccaro enjoys portraying
Costanza, she admits "It's a hard role to
portray because it's not the 'fun'
role...Costanza normally is dressed in
black and she's sad. But I would never
want to sing a part other than Costanza,
because, musically, it's one of the most satisfying parts to sing in opera. It's just so instrumental and so'beautiful. It's one of my
favorite roles."
"Rescue," technically a "singspiel,"
which combines singing with spoken dialogue, premiered at the Burgtheater in
Vienna on July 16,1782, conducted by
Mozart The curtain will rise on the English-language production at 8 p.m. Sat
April 30, at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium. Tickets start at $8.50 and may be
ordered by calling 531-5511.
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THE UNHOLY R
SAT./SUN. 1:20 3:20
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

THE SEVENTH SIGN R
SAT./SUN. 1:00 3:15
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

BAD DREAMS R
SAT./SUN. 1:10 3:35
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45
ENDS 4,-28

CASUAL SEX R
SAT./SUN. 1:00 3:25
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

BEETLEJUICE PG
SAT./SUN. 1:15 3:30
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35
LATE SHOW 11:45
FRI/SAT
$3 ADULTS $2 KIDS
CASUAL SEX R
BEETLEJUICE PG
THE UNHOLY R
BAD DREAMS R
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Business game climbing The Heads get 'Naked'

the 'corporate ladder'
by Christopher J. Dawton
Tired of Trivial Pursuit? Find out that
you really have no Scruples? Well, the
ever-changing world of games has spawned
a new game that should take the world by
storm. At least, the business world. "Corporate Ladder" is the mailroom to the
boardroom game, where players vie to become Chairman of the Board.
However, this is not a game for kids.
This is a game for adults with a business
background, or at least business majors.
This is not to say that non-business people
can't play it, because they can. The game

requires common sense as well as business
knowledge.
Created by Brian Ciblin, a former executive with Nissan Motor Corp., the game's
1,800 questions represent two years of extensive research. Ciblin read more than
200 books and interviewed dozens of
business people to come up with a variety
of questions that reflect the various aspects
of the business world. The questions are
organized by colors to represent levels
from trainee to manager, director, vice
president president, and finally to chief
executive officer. Questions range from
■See Came, page 9.

The latest In board games It a Glbby Gam** challenge called the 'Corporal* Ladder.'
The gam* tests the business (kill* of Its playeraIn such areas at bualneas etiquette,
bualnes* wardrobes and business terminology.

NEW YORK (AP) - David Byrne was
in a hotel bathtub in Minneapolis when he
wrote lyrics for "No More Flowers" for the
Talking Heads.
This is just one bare fact the group
revealed when talking about themselves in
an interview to promote their latest I.P.
"Naked."
Byrne, the group's lead singer and lyricist was in Minneapolis to visit his wife,
costume designer Adele Lutz, who was doing a play there.
"I would work with this microcassette
recorder," he said. "I would have it sitting
just outside the tub. I would reach out and
speak into it I'd be singing in the tub. I'd
catch a phrase that I thought was apropos;
I'd put it on the little recorder."
The album is on their new label, Fly Records. It jumped onto Cashbox magazine's
best-selling album chart at No. 20 on April
2.
"This record actually goes back to our
earliest songs and albums, 'Remain in
Lighf and 'Speaking in Tongues,' where
we would each contribute ideas," said
drummer Chris Frantz.
"We rented a rehearsal studio in New
York and each threw out ideas. We had a
little cassette recorder and had all our instruments there. We'd take an idea, play it
and play it, trading instruments, until it fell
apart Then we'd strike up a new idea. We
ended up after 10 days with many snippets
of songs.
"We went to Paris into a recording studio and commenced to put them all
together into song form."
They went to Paris for several reasons.
They laid down tracks with Paris-based
Third World musicians who play Caribbean and Algerian-Moroccan styles. Frantz
said they also wanted to hang out together,
which they're more apt to do in Paris than
in New York where they have different sets
of friends.

^J JJ^W^gT^T
LOOKING FOR
A GOOD TIME?

"My feeling is that lately there has been
less openness here," said Byrne, the
group's lead singer and lyricist "I wanted
to get away from that feeling. There is that
kind of vibe here that whatever is Top 10
in the United States is all there is. There is
a lot going on in other places."
Byrne, Frantz and Tina Weymouth met
at the Rhode Island School of Design, and
still design their striking album packages.
They added Jerry Harrison to the trio and
put out their first album in 1977.
Wally Badarou, who played keyboards
on "Speaking in Tongues," found the
Paris studio and brought in other musicians.
"One guitarist had a big smile the entire
time he was playing with us," Weymouth
said. "When you're putting down music
with that kind of heartfelt feeling, you
know if s coming across in the record."

Toads as treats
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - Hippies in
Australia's outback are forsaking traditional drugs and getting their kicks from
cane toads, which when boiled produce a
slimy and potentially lethal cocktail, police
say.
"People taking it experience a trip similar to that resulting from LSD," said Inspector Syd Churchill of Cairns Police in
northeast Australia. "It is, by all accounts,
a very potent drug."
Churchill told the Sydney Morning Herald newspaper that cane toads, which are
reviled across Australia for their ugly appearance, are being cooked by drug users
because they are plentiful while narcotics
like marijuana and heroin are in short
supply or expensive.
"The preparation method involves boiling toads in a billy (a pot) for a few
minutes. The toads are then removed, and
the somewhat treacly substance behind is
drunk," said Churchill.

B.G.'S own live band "On the Rocks
& Chily's Snack Bar= Good Time
Friday, April 22nd
8-1 lp.m.

But he warned that bufotenine, the substance contained in two glands behind the
toad's head, is a toxin that can be fatal.
Churchill did not mention if the practice
is widespread, nor whether there had been
any arrests or fatalities. Cairns police said
he was not available for comment Monday.

(Chily's is located in Kreischer Quad)
Sponsored by

^^^£^J ^ J> J" ^P
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However, an expert in cane toads, Dr.
Robert Endean of Queensland University's
zoology department said he was aware 10
years ago that people in the outback were
getting high from chewing or smoking
cane toad skins.
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Marsalis' performance 'blows' audience away
by David A. Lcchner

Wynton Martalls

Friday/Mark Thalman

Jazz trumpeter Wynton Marsalis's recent University performance had "class"
written all over it demonstrating the
reasons for his remarkable success. His
absolute technique sounded beautiful. He
performed with rightful authority and
warmth.
The Saturday performance, running
over an hour and one half, included the title song from his albums "Black Codes
From the Underground", "Country by
Choice," and a number of other songs, for
which he "forgot the names," he said.
Following the 7:30 performance the
band members, Todd Williams, tenor sax.
Marcus Roberts, pianist, Reginold Field,
bass, and Wynton Marsalis, trumpet illustrated their emphasis on the roots of
jazz influencing their music.
"People get scared when they hear the
word traditional when talking about jazz.
Since jazz is the only art form that deals
strictly with improvisation as its basis, it
gives people the illusion that music is random, thus the tradition is random. This is
not the correct assumption. Jazz music is
actually far more specific than any other
forms of music today," Roberts said.
Marsalis added, "The reason we sound
the way we do is because we have not learned enough of the specifics of the music to
begin to articulate swing, or the basic fundamentals of our music."
■See Marsalis, page 11.

Large 1-item Pizza for

$5.00
only at
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MENIAL HEALTH COUNSELOR

352-3551

Richland Hospital, a private, psychiatric facility
located in Mansfield, Ohio, has an opening for
a mental health counselor to work with groups,
individuals, and families in the hospital's Older
Adult Support Program. The program provides
both inpatient and outpatient therapy for older
adults in a highly-specialized service which is
expanding rapidly.
MSW, or MA or equivalent preferred. Recent
graduates welcome to apply
Richland Hospital is fully accredited and is a
regional center for mental health and alcohol/
chemical addiction treatment. We offer an
^excellent salary and benefit package.
Interested persons should contact Blake Wagner
Jr, Ph.D. at Richland Hospital, PO Box 637,
Mansfield, Ohio. (419) 589-5511.
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Toledo Comedy Club

Park displays history
by Barb Weadock

A bit of history, a stroll in the afternoon
sunshine, and a picnic are only a short car
trip away from the pace of campus life.
Fort Meigs State Memorial Park, Perrysburg, offers a lecture series, planned activities, picnicing facilities and the Fort
museum to students who want to take a
break.
The Fort was built in 1813 under the
supervision of William Henry Harrison. At
the close of the year the Fort was torn
down, but a smaller version was reconstructed in 1815, Mike Morell, curator at
the park, said.
The 175th Anniversary of the Fort's first
siege will open the season on the weekend
of April 30. A slide presentation and tours
will be available at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
Saturday, and at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Morell
said.
Harrison Rally Days will be held June
11-12: The event will be a recreation of the
political rally staged by Harrison in 1840.

Military drills, music, and lantern-light
tours by costumed guides are scheduled
for the celebration which occurs on the
same dates this year as in 1840.
The lantern tours will begin at 8 p.m. on
Saturday and the cost, in addition to admission, will be $2 for adults and $1 for
children. Reservations are requested, and
can be made by calling the Fort at (419)
874-4121.
A lecture series will kick off on May 14
and run throughout the summer.
The series will deal with topics related to
life in the 1800s and early 1900s. No appointment is required, but admission to
each lecture is $1.
The management of the Fort will hold a
recuitment period from May 28-30 for volunteers.
"We need volunteers in just about any
capacity," Morell said.
Areas needing volunteers are sales,
lours, research, and office work, he said.
■See Fort, page 11.

Photo/Mark 1
oa State Memorial Park la celebrating Ha 175th annlveraary this year. The
park, located In Perryaburg, will be open tor tours throughout the summer.

offers multiple acts

by Beth Church
"Didyou ever hear the one about.."
Every Tuesday through Saturday nights,
patrons of the Toledo Comedy Club get to
hear more than just "one" however.
With over 50 professional comedians
appearing last year, owner Allen Seder
said the club has become very popular
since its debut in Toledo two years ago.

ually includes 10 or 12 acts, he said.
"A lot of times this is our busiest night,"
he said.
Seder said some of the amateurs who
start out at his club have even moved on to
become regulars at other clubs.
Many of the professionals who play at
the club have also had comedy specials on
cable television, he said.
"All of our comedians have had national
exposure," Seder said.
Tickets for the shows are $2 for Tuesday, $4 for Wednesday and Thursday and
$6 for Friday and Saturday. Performances
start at.9-.00 from Tuesday to Thursday
and at 8:30 and 10:00 both Friday and
Saturday.

"We offer a minimum of three acts per
show, with a different show each week,"
Seder said.
A specialty of the club is the "open
mike" night, every Tuesday, which gives
local amateur comedians a chance to attempt to get a laugh, Seder said. This us-

City rallies by the river
byJarcdO.Wadlcy
When it's 5 p.m. Friday in downtown
Toledo during the summer, people leave
the office for the weekend. However, some
don't go home immediately.
Instead, they join more than 300,000
people at the waterfront near Portside for
Rally by the River.
Lisa Metzger, special event coordinator
for CitiFest. said the Rally enhances the
quality of life for Toledo area citizens and
facilitates limited fund-raising for nonprofit organizations by providing a variety
of entertainment and socialization opportunity in downtown Toledo.
Rally by the River, which is every Friday
during May 13 to Sept 16 from 4:30-7:30
p.m., is sponsored by non-profit organizations with assistance from radio stations
and local bands.
Non-profit organizations submit applications to support the rally, which generates
more than (400,000 in revenue for the
city, she said.
After the applications are submitted the
mayor randomly selects 19 organizations.
During one Rally, the non-profit organization can raise $32,000-$ 100,000, MetzgeV
said.
This year a new guideline was implemen-

I

Salads:

Soups:

ted to make the event safer, Metzger said.
People may purchase two beers, at $ 1.50
each, at the same time. Metzger said before the guideline, anyone could purchase
as many beers.
Although the new rule was added, the
Rally hasn't encountered many problems
or accidents over its five-year existence,
Metzger said.
"The city support has been good in that
the organizations sponsoring the rallies
follow the rules because they have a lot on
the line. There is the possibility of being
sued," Metzger said. "The Rally has been
safe and successful."
Instead of encountering problems, the
Rally has had an attendance increase,
Metzger said.
When it first began, less than 300 people
attended the "party" held in Levis Square.
It was relocated in Prominade Park (river
front) and more than 40,000 attended,
Metzger said.
The Rally was initially called Party in the
Park, and the idea was presented to city
council by Lois Nelson of the March of
Dimes. Metzger said the March of Dimes
didn't sponsor it solely, but wanted to hold
weekly parties on lawn of the Civic Center.
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Instructor presents the past
by Utgh Ann Hamilton

Art made
for McFall
by Susan Reddish

Bill Romanowski, American Studies instructor will recreate America's recent past
as seen through the eyes of his character,
Tommy Jorden.
The free show, on Sunday, May 1, begins at 7 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballrom. It is being held in conjunction with
the American Culture Ph.d program.
Romanowski's one man show began as a
series of entertainment shows and was, at
best, a hobby. As his avocation grew, so
did his shows. Now, just ten years later, his
show combines music, live theater, creative costuming, and an high impact slide
show to tell the life story of Tommy Jorden.
"This guy has seen it all," Romanowski
said. "He saw Elvis. He loaded bodies into
ambulances. He was at Woodstock."
According to Romanowski the focus of
the show centers around Tommy's perspective of what America people thought
the American dream was during those
years.
"Sometimes Tommy becomes disillusioned and angry. Other times he actually
laughs at himself for the things he gets
caught up in, things like discomania,"
Romanowski said. 'Tommy in many ways,
represents America's baby boomer."

William Rominowrtl

Since the show's beginning ten years
ago, Romanowski has performed in front
of as many as 5,000 people in Kansas,
West Virginia, Minnesota, New Jersey,
New York, Ohio, and California. His average audience ranges from 200 to 500 people. In addition, he performs seven or eight

As if his schedule were not already busy
enough with a young family, nationwide
performances, his Ph.D studies, and the
undergraduate classes he teaches,
Romanowski is currently working with Dr.
R. Serge Dennisoff, sociology professor
and Bill Schurk, of the music library.

'This guy has seen It all. .He saw Elvis. He
loaded bodies Into ambulances. He was at
Woodstock.

FrWay/MktwHc Thorawell

shows each semester.
Following completion of his Ph.D classes at the University, Romanowski, his wife,
and two children will relocate to Calvin
College, Grand Rapids, Michigan where he
will study popular arts in the youth culture.
This program is in conjunction with a oneyear research appointment he was recently
commissioned.

Together, they are writing a book that
highlights rock sound tracks from movies.
"Things get pretty crazy at times," he
said. "Sometimes, I have to read books in
airports and grade papers on airplanes.
But if s worth it because I enjoy what I'm
doing."

McFall Center Gallery was recently
home to a family of life-size figures made of
plaster gauze. The figures were part of an
exhibit by Claude Fixler, the artist-inresidence for spring semester at the
School of Art.
The exhibit, entitled "CrossExamination," consisted of a dozen of
these life-size figures surrounding a wooden structure in the middle of the gallery.
The figures progressed from the back of
the room starting with one that lay horizontally on the floor. The next two figures,
one to the right of the wooden structure
and one to the left, were in a crouching
position. The rest of the figures were all
standing and were half-shells of the the
front or back of an androgynous human
figure. The figure they all led up to was
made up of back and front halves that almost touched to create a whole figure.
The wooden structure the 12 figures
surrounded formed a tunnel large enough
to walk through. In the center of the enclosure, the viewer could look through barlike wooden slats to see down another
tunnel that crossed the first Down the
tunnel behind the bars were more plaster
figures crouched and huddled as if in a
prison cell. When looking down at the
wooden struture from the balcony at the
far end of the gallery, the viewer realized
that the wooden enclosure was in the
shape of a cross and the figures which surrounded it created an outline shaped like a
boat
Fixler created the exhibit specifically to
fit the space in McFall Center Gallery. He
first saw the gallery early in the semester
and said he "felt strongly about the space
in McFall." He spent a lot of time walking
around the empty gallery and observing
the unique characteristics of the gallery
such as its curved walls, the high windows
■See Artist, page 11.

is now accepting applications for

POSITIONS FOR
■

Summer 1988 and Fall 1988
• Editing
• Photography

• Reporting
• Copy editing

Applications available: 214 West Hall
SUMMER STAFF DEADLINE:
Friday, April 29, 5 p.m.

FALL STAFF DEADLINE:
Wednesday, April 27, 5 p.m.
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Signature shareholders rake it in
by trcndi Young
With summer break fast approaching
one's thoughts turn to warm weather, a
day at the beach — and 40 hours a week
flipping burgers. If that sounds depressing
or downright familiar, Bob Moyers has an
alternative.
Moyers and his fledgling company Signa-

ture, a middle-man distributor of more
than 70,000 personalized products including clothing, awards, and stationery, could
help a student earn up to $1,000 for a $10
investment and four days work.
A former University employee in Sports
Information, Moyers began his quest to
"redistribute the wealth in America" in
J978 with Capams, a company designed to

serve college and prep athletes. The company went under a short time later.
"I screwed up," Moyers said, "I had a big
lesson to learn. I guess you've got to learn
before you can succeed."
Undaunted by the failure, Moyers began
again in November 1983 with the set up of
the company Our Way. According to
Moyers, Our Way was an experiment to see
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Friday and Saturday,
April 22 and 23 • 8 p.m. & lO p.m.
210 MSC - $1.50 W/B.G. I.D.

Steve Martin stars in this updated version ot "Cyrano de Bergerac", and
Daryl Hannah portrays the entrancing Roxanne. It's the classic story of
unrequited love. . . you see, Martin loves Roxanne, Put Pecause of his
oversized nose he asks a third party to deliver his poetry to her.

ThejEKK
Friday and Saturday, April 22 and 23
Midnight - 210 MSC - $l.SO w/B.G. I.D.
Steve Martin is hilarious in this outrageous film aPout rags
to riches to rags to. . you guessed it. . .riches again. Offthe-wall comedy and aPundant sight gags ensue in this
Martin fan's delight of laughs and romance.
-r»*

if a company could be run on the basis of
the golden rule - do unto others as you
would have them to do unto you — and the
philosophy that it is better to give than
receive.
After nearly four years perfecting the
concept. Our Way was launched on a
national scale in September 1987 with the
new moniker Signature. The company,
which is linked to 1,000 different manufacturers, reported a first-quarter projected
pre-tax profit of 9.57 percent Of that
profit. Signature shareholders will receive
an average return of 1,182 percent on
their $10 annual investment.
Signature is run by the unique concept
of word of mouth, according to Moyers.
Shareholders in the company make money
by offering Signature's product line to
their contacts. Contacts who order from
Signature receive an automatic discount
up to 35 percent, response to inquiries
within 48 hours, and timely, dependable
delivery. The shareholder in turn receives
up to 15 percent of company sales made
on every order the contact makes for life,
provided the shareholder continues to pay
the annual $10 investment in the company.
"Call it humanitarian or Santa Claus;
our goal is to give away profits above the
break-even line. We want to help people,"
Moyers said.
The benefits do not stop there, however.
If a shareholder gels someone else to buy a
share, $5 of their $10 annual fee will go to
the shareholder who signed them up as a
Christmas bonus as long as both continue
to invest Once a shareholder begins earning more than $10,000 a year he or she
becomes eligible to become a part of the
company's internal profit-sharing plan,
and when he or she earns more than
$40,000 a year the shareholder will receive
added benefits.
Products are sold totally in quantity,
though the number that must be purchased varies depending on the item. The
more expensive the item is, the smaller the
order can be. For example, wearables such
as jackets may call for an order of only
three or four items. According to Moyers,
the average order is about $400.
University students have the opportunity
to get in on the ground floor of the company, which serves not only the U.S., but
Jamaica, Hong Kong, and parts of Canada.
Moyers said one of the company's goals is
to get college students involved.
"A lot of the time college kids don't really get good jobs," Moyers said, "students
can work back home. And shareholders
don't sell, because they can't give prices,
they just get others to call our 800 number. It follows the slogan To sell is hell, to
serve takes nerve'."
At least one University student has
already reaped the rewards of a share in
Signature. Moyers' daughter Diane, a
freshman at the University, has earned
$1100 on three accounts with the company.
Moyers said, "It was really just a matter
of her being at the right place at the right
time. She was just around when somebody
asked if she knew a way to get (custom
printed) sweat shirts. The club ordered
IM •••
HSeeSignature,page 10.
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Library retains popular culture

Game

byShcrccSeil

■(Continued from page 4)

The Popular Culture Library, located on
the fourth floor of the Jerome Library, is
home to not only 70,000 books and
100,000 periodicals, but also to a collection of postcards, posters, greeting cards,
bumper stickers, matchbook covers, paper
dolls, buttons and many other items considered important to popular culture.
According to librarian Brenda McCallum, many of the items in the library may
not have been important in their own time,
but are important later. "What may have
been trash 50 years ago is important today.
Fun or fad has an important place in the
academic world," she said.
Though the Popular Culture Library
may be interesting to browse through,
McCallum said, its main purpose is to serve
as a primary resource center. "Students
are welcome to come and look around, but
they really need to know what they are
looking for," McCallum said, adding that
there is just too much information and too
many items to simply browse through.
According to McCallum, the University's

Popular Culture Library is the first, largest
and most comprehensive library of its
kind. "Other libraries may have more of a
particular item, such as Michigan State
which has the largest collection of comic
books, but they don't have the rest that we
have," she said.
Some of the books in the Popular Culture Library include the works of mystery
writers Ellery Queen, John McDonald,
Ruth Rendell and science fiction writers
R.A Lafferty, Joanna Russ and Alexai Panshin. Many of the books are signed and
dated by the authors.
The periodicals in the Popular Culture
Library include older magazines and those
related to the other items in the popular
culture library such as magazines on
mystery writing. Several scholarly journals
are also included.
Posters are also included in the library's
collection. Of the 5,000 posters, most are
from Hollywood movies, but some are
World War I and World War n propaganda posters.
There are also 500 postcards and several

greeting cards preserved in the library. According to McCallum, these items are
handled with great care and preserved
through temperature amd humidity control. She said that most items are preserved in archival envelopes or plastic sleeves
to protect them from light and dust.
Many of the items in the popular culture
library were donations to the University.
Over 20,000 books alone were donated
and the library is also proud of an active
program of acquiring books from the authors. McCallum said that these books
rank among her personal favorites in the
popular culture collection. "We have a collection of original manuscripts and scripts,
including original research notes, outlines,
and correspondence with the author. You
can see the progression. The sequence of
events is particularly interesting to me,"
she said.
The Popular Culture Library is open
Monday through Thursday 8 a.m. -10
p.m.. Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday 10
a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m.-lO p.m..

corporate histories, to basic etiquette,
business wardrobe hints, business terms,
legislation regarding business, marketing,
and basic business theories.
The board is organized so that players
must spend a period of time in each level
until they land on a special space and answer a question correctly. Then they progress onward, while trying to avoid setbacks like "political suicide," and looking
for opportunities like the "fast track."
"Corporate Ladder" is distributed by
Gibby Games, Inc. P.O. Box 1962, Cotuit,
Mass. 02635.

Woodsy Owl for
^sClean Water

Give a hootT
Don't pollute.

memo's Pizzas

.FREE!-

FREE!
Free Extra Thick Crust
Free Extra Sauce

Friday/Mark Thalman
The popular culture library la home to over 170,000 books and periodicals. It also has
other Iteme considered Important to popular culture ranging from postcards to
matchbook covers.
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Warriers steal rival flags
WILLISTON, Ohio (AP) - After a hard
week at work, James Kohn likes to relax by
dressing in battle fatigues, boots and goggles and running through fields near this
Ottawa County village shooting people
with paint balloons.
There are others who spend part of their
leisure time as "weekend warriors," said
Kohn, co-owner of Toledo Assault Games
Inc.
"It's nothing more than running through
the fields, streams and woods being a kid
again," said Kohn, a quality control operator for Du Pont in Toledo. "We're not in
this to train para-military forces. Psychologists say it's good for people because it allows them to work out their aggressions
and forget their problems."
Each weekend from April through September, Kohn is joined by 20 to 70 people
— doctors, lawyers, police officers and factory workers — who pay to play "Capture
the Flag" and other war games.
The $20 fee for Capture the Flag includes rental of a .60<aliber modified BB
gun, 30 paint balloons and protective goggles.
Participants are divided into two teams
with colored armbands, he said. The object of the game is for one team to take the
other teams' flag and bring it back to their
home base, Kohn said.
"You're out of the game if, when the
paint ball hits you, it leaves a splat larger
than the size of a quarter. It doesn't hurt to
get hit with the balloon. It's safe," he said.
"People really get into it They wear
their own fatigues, use camouflage paint

and develop their own strategies and techniques. Some buy their own guns. They
are harmless. They're the kind of gun park
rangers and farmers use to mark cattle and
trees," he said.
Kohn said the assault games, also known
as survival games, are played all over the
nation. Some participants in other states
have been injured, and critics contend they
promote violence, glorify war and paint a
dangerous and often unrealistic view of
armed conflicts.
Kohn disagrees, saying the games are
harmless.
"Its not for everyone. But these guys
aren't crazy. Sure, at first look with the
camouflage paint and fatigues it might appear that way. But they are just dressing up
like in any sport, they're just putting on
their equipment" he said.
"As in any sport there is an intense
amount of competition. Your sense of
sight and hearing is magnified. It's exciting. When you're on the field, you forget
about your personal problems. 1 think it's a
great release from the stress of work. We
get men, women, Vietnam veterans, blue
collar and white collar workers. I don't
think there's anything wrong with the
sport"
Kohn said he heard of war games two
years ago when two workers at his plant
invited him to play in Michigan. He took
his brother-in-law, Michael Manrow, and
said they enjoyed it Next year, the two coworkers said they were thinking of opening
a field in this area. At the same time, Manrow and a friend planned to open a facility.

ATTENTION GRADUATES
Would you like to receive $400.00 towards the
purchase of your new car??
Would you like to have your payments deferred
for 3 months??
If you are about to graduate or have graduated
within the last year,

.

■(Continued from page 8)
200 in last February and reordered last
fall. Diane made $400 with die first order
and another $475 with the second order —
and she was only directly involved with the
first one."
Movers claimed that the beauty of the
job was the freedom of decision the shareholder has. Each person has the opportunity to deckle how to spread Signature's
message. "You could charter an airplane
and dump 10,000 copies of our literature
over a town if you wanted to," Moyers said.
The biggest problem for the company to
overcome is skepticism according to
Moyers. "Everyone is always skeptical
about something that's new and appears to
be to good to be true," he said, "The question to ask is if if s too good not to be
true."

Moyers said that it is up to the shareholder himself to become a success. If the
shareholder makes tiie effort he will get
more than he put in. Moyers calls it a win,
win, win situation — the shareholder, his
contact and the company all benefit
"The neat tiling is," Mover said, "is that
it is how honest people think you are —
how much your signature is worth."
At present Signature has 50 registered
shares. Of those 50,36 are individuals,
nine are companies, and five are non-profit
organizations. Mover said that profits earned by involved charities are given to the
organization as a contribution.
Students interested in Signature can
reach Moyers one of three ways; by phoning either the company's local or 800
number, or dropping by or writing the office at 123 S. Main. Individuals may register for one share only.
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Artist
■(Continued from page 7)
and the balcony at one end.
Fixler decided immediately to give his
creation two different appearances as the
viewer travelled from beside it on the
ground to above it on the balcony.
"As you went through the corridor, you
weren't aware of the shape of the structure," he said. "You were more aware of
the walk with its confining aspects and the
repulsive aspect of the black tar" which
covered the wall on the inside of the corridor.
He decided to block the light from the
windows in order to have more control
over the lighting, having it subtle in some
places and harsh in others.
"Two strong spotlights focus on the
center of the corridors to create a feeling
of being watched, interrogated or inspected," Fixler said.
The structure and the figures were kept
simple and primitive in form so the viewer
did not spend too much time looking at
each individual piece, but instead took in
all the pieces together as a whole.
"I left the figures androgynous so as not
to bring up other issues that would cloud
the piece," he said. "I'm not dealing with
relationships."
He has found it easier for the viewer to
project himself into the piece when the figures are sexless. The same is true when the
figures are lifesize instead of smaller. He
said smaller figures cause the viewer to
wonder too much why they are smaller and
also create a fantasy which detaches the
viewer from his own relation to the figures.
The cross shape was used, he said, because it the "most recognizable symbol in
Western society." He borrowed the boat
shape of the surrounding figures from an
ancient Scandinavian burial practice of arranging large stones in a boat shape when
a ship and its crew were lost at sea. These
memorials stuck in his mind after seeing
■%«»

them while visiting the Scandanavian
countries a few years ago.
By using this ancient Scandanavian rite
along with the cross shape, he said he
hoped to detract from the Christian connotation to a more general religious connotation.
'Typically you look up at crosses or
they're at eye level, never looking down on
them," Fixler said.
According to Fixler, walking through the
corridor and then looking down at the
piece from the balcony "puts people in a
position where they have to define themself in a religious structure, or outside of it,
and that they are responsible for their own
actions."
"Cross-Examination" was open to many
different interpretations by those who saw
it Fixler said that many people understood
what he was trying to say, or pretty close to
it, while others were a little off-base. Some
people saw in the piece things that he
hadn't thought of consciously or ideas that
were related to his own. Most people, he
said, did get a feeling of confinement and
waiting from the figures behind the bars
which were reminiscent of a cattle car or a
concentration camp imprisonment This
was an aspect that Fixler said he was conscious of as he developed the piece.
As artist-in-residence, Fixler was required to teach two introduction to 3-D art
classes as well as a combined beginning,
intermediate and advanced sculpture class.
Teaching at the University not only gives
art students the opportunity to meet a
working artist but also enables them to
develop practical applications for different
work processes. Fixler said that he got a
much out of his interaction with University
art students as they did from him.
When the semester ends, Fixler will be
returning to Columbus where he freelances as an artist and a crater of threedimensional art Crating involves knowing
how to safely pack and crate art for shippingPieces that Fixler has created in the past

^^

all make use of the androgynous figure and
all attempt to involve people by having
them walk through, under, on, or around
different parts of his sculptures. In Columbus, Fixler has created many pieces that
are set outside as part of the environment.

Fort
■(Continued from page 6)
"We've also had several interns from the
area," Morell said.
He added that he is looking for one or
two volunteer interns for the summer.
The Fort is open only for weekends from
April 30 to Memorial Day, and the hours
are 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
noon to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
From Memorial Day until Labor Day, the
Fort will be open Wednesday through Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday,
noon to 5 p.m.
After Labor Day, the Fort will return to
weekend hours until Oct 31.
Admission is $2 for adults, $1 for children, and $ 1.60 for senior citizens.
The Fort is located on W. River Road
(OH 65). Students can take 1-475 to Exit 2
and rum north onto OH 65.

Marsalis
■(Continued from page 5)
This offered more than a little evidence
that his immaturity as an artist, reasons his
success, notwithstanding, that he is sbT
not the jazz master his admirers think.
When asked about his future goals Marsalis said, "If s gonna take a long 'ime.
We're just trying to be an adequate representation for the nobility that our tradition represents. If I can keep my seriousness and discipline up, yes, I will meet
those goals. If not no."
Overall, the whole set had a restrained
quality with Marsaiis's trumpet solos being
innovative and complex but not overshown. When Marsalis was not at center
stage, his band maintained the performance as a formidable team.
Although arrogance seemed to drive Mr.
Marsalis, it more often acted as a barrier to
answering questions effectively. Of course,
when you are already a legend with in your
own 27 year time, what do you expect.
Wildly applauded by the audience at
Kobacker Hall, the program was expertly
prepared and performed. This was one to
remember!
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Soft Rock Cafe along with BG Tan & Fitness
is sponsoring

Applications
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"Your Best Tan Contest"
When:
Where:
Why:
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Tues., April 26 - Semi-Flnab
Tues., May 3 - Finals
Soft Rock Cafe - Upstairs Entertainment Club
2 Grand Prizes! Tanning Membership
(worth (100) Phis $100 cash!
Stop in for details!

Fri. & Sat.-Claudia-high energy female trio '
Mondays-Jazz Night-Green Park Bench
Tues. & Wed- Don Binkley
Thurs.-Sat. (4/28-4/30) Dan ft Don Show
HAPPY HOORS-Monday-Friday
21 and over upstairs-grandfather clause is
honored downstairs

Apply at 214 West Hall
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Try Soft Rock's own drink- fbs Rockin' Mama!
104 S. Main St.
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General Hospital

Lime House on the Prairie Win. Lose

News
Varied

Instructional Vaned

Instructional Programming

fc0

Mister Ed

Varied

CD

700 Club

Andy Griffith |l Love Lucy |Oukes ol Hazzard

Instructional Programming

Varied

Movie

|Bodyshapi

3:30

Days ol Our Lives

Instructional

TMC

As the World Turns

3:00
Guiding Light

All My Children

&

Aerobics

2:30
King

Varied Programs

£0

ESPN Basic Tr.

2:00

As the World Turns

Gilligan

Reading

Sesame Street g

Mr. Rogers

Instructional Programming

Sesame Street g

Mr. Rogers

Jeannie

Smurfs

Jem

Gh busters

Ghostbust.

Smurfs

Bugs Bunny DuckTales

| Varied Programs

Movie Cont'd

Peo. Court

Sccoby Doo DuckTales

Movie

Reading
Dill. Strokes

Double Dare Dirt Strokes Good Times
B. Bunch

Movie

M'A'S-H

Varied

Movie

AIR POLLUTION:
™ DANGER
CONTINUES
Join the fight for Clean Air!
*5 off icfr
Any Nail Service
• Sculptured Nails
Rog. '35

• Jessica Manicure
Re*. '15

Hair Gallery
143 E. Wooster
352-4247

* Ask for Nicole *

FALCON HOUSE
Sporting Goods

"Your Athletic Shoe Arid Sport*. Headquarters In B.G."

$5.00 OFF

Your One-Stop Wedding Shop!
Sea our complete
selection of Wedding
Photo Pockoges
INCLUDING
High Quality
VIDEO

ANY PAIR OF ATHLETIC SHOES OVER $30
SALE Items and other discounts excluded

EXPIRES 5/7/88
Athletic Shoes * Apparel • Sweats • Swtmwear
School Jackets • T-Shlit Printing • Sports Equipment
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
We've Moved • New Location ■ Acrou from Huntington Bunk

*<%*%

#W51#

VAN NEWHOUSE PHOTOGRAPHY
Your Ml SevWc* Stiletto
• We Videotape
•
Any Saaoot f«eni
f
• WMang Ph*»
•
and Video?
112 I. Washington
•
352-0129

fine ftxtroilure
SaMx Pomom
Wedding
Imriohons
Bowling Green, O

Open Mon. - Fri. 10-6: Eves.. Sol. By Appt.

WE OFFER FILM DEVELOPING
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FRIDAY EVENING
APRIL 22, 1988
8:00
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:30
CBS News
PM Mag
Beauty and the Beast
O Ntwt

e
o
e
m
m
60
69
SD

Best Years

Stanley Cup Playofls

Nam

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy!

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts ol Life Highwayman

Newlywed

ABC HaWa

Dating

H. Square

Streamside

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nam Cont'd

Beauty and the Beast

Strangers

Fun House

Wash Week Wall SI Wk

9:00

9:30

Shakedown on the Sunset Stnp

Movie:

Shakedown on the Sunset Strip

11:00

Movie

Journal

News

News

Comedy

Best ol Carson

Belvedere

Family Man

20/20

Nam

Nighttine

Independents

3s Co.

ESPN

SportsLook

Sports Trivia SportsCtr

Stanley Cup Playoff: Wales Conl Division Final. Game Three

THC

"Some Kind of Wonderful" Cont'd

WKRP

H.'s Heroes Tigers

Mystery!

Major League Baseball: Detroit Tigers at Texas Rangers

Cousteau s Rediscovery of the World

Movie: On The Edge

News

Late Show

H'mooner

Sanford

Fan Guy

BMhrtM

Lighter Side

SportsCtr

Movie: "Ferris Bueller s Day Off"

SATURDAY AFTERNOON APRIL 23,1988
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
11:00
Menace
Movie: "Zenobia"
O Popeye

1:30

2:00

2:30
WKRP

o

Coronation Street

What's New

Wonderstr

Gardener

0

Winners

Menace

Teen Woll

Galaxy High

Movie: "Muppet Movie

Fraggle

New Archies Foofur

I'm Telling!

H.S. Quiz

Mafor League Baseball

Land/Sea

Wojeck

Movie:

3:00

3:30

PGA Seniors Goll

Menmger Hour

Bowlers Tour: Hartford Open

Pliza

Madeleine

At Home

V Garden

Gourmet

Old House

WooC

Austin City Limits

m

Theatre

Collectors

Maturity

Rod/Reel

Auction 88

68

Pro Wrestling

Movie: "Dr. Gokffoot and the Bikini Machine"

Emergency

CHiPs

Ntwt
News

Coeectors

Wide Work) of Sports

French

French

Movie:

Houseboat"

Movie: "Godzilla vs. the Monster Zero"

_

Buck Rogers

Got It Made

Movie: "The Pirate Movie

Cheerleading: H.S. Champ. CBA Basketball: Championship Series Game Five
Movie: "The Dirty Dozen

8:00

8:30

High Mountain Rangers

9:00

Movie:

9:30

Tour of Duty

10:00

10:30

West 57th

FistWi'Hole
The AMghter"

11:00 | 11:30
News

12:00

Movie: The Dog Who Stopped the War"

Real Stuff

Nam (Provincial Affairs)

High Mountain Rangers

Tour of Duty

West 57th

■wws

International Wrestling

Monks: "The Roaring Twenties""

Facts of Life 1227

Golden Girls Amen

Hunter

News

Saturday Night Live

ABC News

Solid Gold In Concert

Dotty

Ohara

Spenser: For Hire

D C Follies

Wrestling Championship

DeGrassi

Charge

Lawrence We* Show

MM Cooke s America

Best of Your Show of Shorn

ETES

Austin City Limits

TheShenfl

MartKehead

Double Dare Will Be Boys Werewolf

Happening

Webster

Double Dare Stanley Cup Stanley C

SportsCtr.

Drag Racing: Te«as Natl

Small

Auction Continues Cont'd
Mama

9to5

m

Star Trek

am

Motorcycle Racing

TMC The

|shortFllm

Auction Continues

Stanley C.

Fri the 13th Series

Stanley Cup Playoffs or

M^A-S'H

|Movie. 'Tm Men"

20% Off

ouirrluutBr

these services
with Shelley
Cash N Carry
Long Stem Red Roses

$10.00/Doz.

SHELLEY
Sebastian

"Night of the Zombies"

Movie: "Red Sonja"
College Baseball: Teams TBA

JMovie: "Nomads"

Don't miss out on these
great college apartments!
BUFF APARTMENTS
1470-1490 Clough St.
• Very Close-to-campus
• Large 2 Bedroom, furnished apts.
• Free gas heat, water and sewer

THE
ARRANGEMENT

• Private parking and laundry facilities

Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
181S. Main
Bowling Green
Paul Mitchell
352-4101
352-4143
EXPIRES 4/29/88

Nevvlove Rentals

OREDKEN
Matrix

MC*US

428 E. Wooster 353-1045

• HAIRCUTS* HIGHLIGHTING
• PERMS
• MANICURES
• HAIRCOLORING

Wrestling

Sign-Off

Star Trek: Neit Gener.

Stanley Cup Playoff: Campbell Conf. Division Final. Game Three.

Movie: "Summer of 42

12:30

| Movie: "The Man in the Iron Mask"

Sybervision

D DeLuise

It's a Living

Star Search

Swimming And Diving: NCAA Men's Dtv. 1 Champs

CashExp

Discoveries Underwater
Auction Continues

Movie: "Tin Man"

Hee Haw

5:30

PGA Golf: USF&G Classic (Third Round)

Beautiful

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
CBS News
Small
O N©W8
D. DeLuise
O Sat. Report Parliament Just For Laughs

5:00

CBS Sports Saturday

Beautiful

TMC "Mrs Softer Cont'd

4:30

Sportsweekend

Baseball

GameDay

Comedy
AWA Wrestling

CBS Sports Saturday

Crack-Ups

EH* Sports

Gr Tycoon

Hardbodies 2

4:00

PGA Seniors Golf

Bugs Bunny Fhntstones

60
61
SD
69

Letterman

Egyptian Pyramids

Auction Cont'd

Facts ol Life Family Ties

o
o

Holmes Faces Death

NtWS

Doctor Who

12:30

12:00

The Valley ol Gwangc"

Miami Vice

Gel Smart

m

11:30

News

Buntj

Spoons

80
O

10:30

Night Court

Batman

e

10:00

Movie:

328 S. Main

13
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O
O
ID
CD
S

11:30

APRIL 24, 1988

12:00

1:00

1:30

Your Wealth Winter C

Meeting Place

Canada

Mind Power

Kingdom

Newsmakers Showcase

PGA Seniors Golf: Chrysler Cup

Shut-ins

Mass

Movie: "The Wind and the Lion"

World Tom

Week With David Brinkley

m

Tony Brown

Market

Nova

GD

Newton

DeGrassi

Interests

©

Arthritis Foundation Telethon

0D

WWF Wrestling Challenge

Close-Up

Adam Smith

2:30

2:00

PGA Seniors Golf: Chrysler Cup

ES°N Wk/Sports

Sisk/Ebert

12:30

Fantasy Island

Neighbor

4:00

5:00

4:30
Hymn Smg

Major League Baseball: Montreal Expos at Philadelphia Phillies

Movie:

5:30
Ourselves

Spirit Bay

NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Chicago Bulls

Movie

PGA Golf: U.S.F.4G. Classic (Final Round)

Real lo Reel Cousteau 88: Queen Charlotte Island

Gymnastics: J.S. vs. USSR.

Star Search

Adam Smith

Wall SI Wk

Great Performances

Primates

One on One

Firing Line

Washington

Wall SI Wk

American Playhouse

House

Frontline

Movie: "The Terrorists"

Movie

McLaughlin

Voices S Visions
Telethon Continues

My Old Man

Rich & Famous

NFL Draft Continues

NFL Football Draft

TMC ■ Firewalker" Conl d

3:30

NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Chicago Bulls

Arthritis Foundation Telethon Continues

Star Trek: Next Gener.

GameDay

3:00

Delta Force"

[Movie: "F/X"

Movie: "Making Mr. Right"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00

O
0

CD
CD
S)

m
0D
S3

m

News

6:30
CBS News

Sandbaggers

7:30

Raccoons

8:00

B'combers

Movie: "Protocol

News

Entertainment This Week

Movie: "The Town Bully

Siskel

Runaway

The Doctor Is In

Family Ties

Venture

News

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Prisoner

China

Japan

Slgn-Ofl

Masterpiece Theatre

Masterpiece Theatre

Upstairs, Downstairs

Sign-Off
Beautiful

Arthritis Foundation Telethon Continues Cont'd

Wanted

Children

G Shandlmg Duet

Tracey

B Buddies

21 Jump Street

Star Trek

Warned

Children

G Shandling Duet

Tracey

9 to 5

M'A'S'M

NFL

SportsCenter

F;X

21 Jump Street

Movie:

SportaCtr

Stanley Cup 'layoffs: Wales Conf. Div. FH lal Game Four
Movie: "Firewalker"

Delta Force"

News

o

News Cont'd

CD

News

6D

Kojak

Nature

MONDAY EVENING
APRIL 25, 1988
7:00
7:30
8:00
6:00
6:30

O

Day By Day

April Morning"

Siskel

8:30

9:00

CBS News

PM Mag.

Kate s Aiiie

D Women

9:30

Newhart

Eisenhower

Danger-Bay

DeGrassi

DeGrassi

Kale S Aliie

Designing Women

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Kate & Atke

D Women

Newhart

Eisenhower

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Facts of Life

ALF

Vals Family

Unsolved Mysteries

H Square

ABC News

Dating

Business

MacNeH/Lehrer Newsnour

Movie: "Explorers"

Spoons

Facts of Lile Family Ties
Bin Dance

SportsCtr

Gunsmoke

3s Co.

WKRP In

Stanley Cup Playoffs or Scavenger Hunt

Baseb Wk

Shooting

Hilton Head Triathlon

12:30

Rumpole
Movie: "Love. Mary-

NBC News Special

Tonight Show

Armenian Journey

Japan

H.'s Heroes

12:00
Kojak

Hunter

One on One

World of Disney: GaUegher Wonderworks

11:30
Taxi
Maude

Movie: "Little Oil Lost"

WKRP

11:00
News

Journal

Japan

Get Smart

700 Club

Tennis: Monte Carlo Open

Cagney & Lacey

MacGyver

MacNeil/Lehrer Newsbour

TMC Movie: "Wetherby" Cont'd Movie: "Reuben. Reuben

10:30

Discoveries Underwater

Batman

ESPN SportsLook

10:00
Cagney & Lacey

Monitor

Newlywed

Kenneth Copeland

Trapper J.

Movie: "Missing in Action'

CBS News

Justice

12:30

Movie: "The Wild and the Free"

Supercarner

Animals

12:00

News

Disney Sunday Movie
Wonderworks

11:30

Movie:

Our House

Bodywatch

11:00

Murder. She Wrote

NBC News

Automania

10:30

Stanley Cup Playoffs

News

Lawrence We* Show

10:00

News

60 Minutes

V Garden

9:30

Movie: "April Morning"

CBS News

Rich & Famous

9:00

8:30

Murder, She Wrote

News

ESPN NFL Draft Continues

TMC

7:00
60 Minutes

Love Con

Nigbttne

Stanley Cup

House

Nature

Alaska at War

Stanley C.

D. Shadow

Business

B. Miller

Late Show

Slgn-Ofl
"Explorers'

Sanford

Fall Guy

Comedy

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conf. Div. Final Game Four

Movie: "Hatan!"

THE
ELKS CLUB
Open to the public
Daily for Lunch
Monday - Friday. 11-1:30

Great Lunch Specials

352-2149
Free Parking
200 < ampbeSIHill Rd, Howling Green

Darts

Movie: "Tai-Pan"

M-Thurs

6:30 o.m.-9 p.m.

Fri.

6:30 a.m.-10 p.m

Sot.
• Sun.

7 o.m.-lO p.m.
8 Q.m, 9 p.m.

Visit our all-uou-can-eat
soup, salad, and dessert buffet.
only $3.25
€verydau 11-4 p.m.
Doily breakfast, lunch, and
dinner specials.
1021 S. Main

352-0123

FrkUf lUgaxlac/April 22. 1988 DOD 15

TUESDAY EVENING
APRIL 26, 1988
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
CBS News PMMag.
O MRN
Oouston Knights

o
o
ID
m
m
a
0
o

News Cont'd

Movie: "Cross of Iron"

News

NewsSpc.

N#w$

NBC News

Ent Tonight Facts ol Lite Mattock

News

Best ot Carson

Letterman

rtwWnYWBQ

ADt- NCWS

Dating

News

NkjMkne

Love Con.

Jusl«

Business

MecNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova

H. Square

NBC News Special <

Gro. Pains

MKNM/Lehrer Newthour Wond World ot Disney

GetSmart 1 WKRP

H.s Heroes Gun smoke

Spoons

Facts ol Lite Family Ties

3s Co.

SportsCtr.

Ten of Us

Nova

Batmen

POATouf

Movie: "Sharing Richard"

China Beach
Fron& ne

Journey Back

Forum

Comrades

Frontline

Austin City Limits

D. Shadow

Business

B Miller

Late Show

H'mooner

Santord

FalGuy

Baseben

Lighter Sic*

SportsCtr.

Movie: "Secret Admirer

Movie: The Divorce Wars: A Love Story

News

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Com. Dr. Final Game Five

Movie: ' Bekzaire the Cajun"

[Movie

APRIL 27, 1988
8:00
7:30
PMMag.

8:30

Smothers Brothers

Nomads

CwboyiBalrina

Sign-Off
Nqhtmares
Comedy
PGA Tour

Muscle Mag

Movie: "Gunr, Ho

9:00

9:30

Jake and the Fatman

11:00

10:00 | 10:30
Equalizer
Journal

Taxi

12:00

12:30

[Kojak

Grapevine

Golden Girls fifth estate

Hooperman

News

Movie: "Darker Than Amber"

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy1

Jake and the Fatman

Equalizer

News

Adderty

News

NBC News

Em. Tonight Facts ol Life Aaron's Way

Year in the Lite

Bronx Zoo

News

Tonight Show

Letterman

N6wiyww

ABC News

Dating

News

Nightkne

Love Con.

Equal

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Presidential Candidates Debates

H. Square

MecNwI/Lehrer Newshour Wond. World of Disney

Gro Pains

M.Russell

Class

V. McQoud

Spoons

Facts of Ufa Family Ties

3 s Co.

Movie: The Stone KJJer"

NBA Today

Sports

Skateboard- Iskiing: US Nationals

7:00

APRIL 28,1988
7:30
8:00

8:30

Maws

CBS News

News

NBC News

Fnt Tonight Facts of Life Cosby Show DM. World

Newtywed

ABC News

Dating

Mat Opera

Duilneai

MacNes/Lehrer Newshour Wed Am.

9:00

Ontario

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final Game Six (If Necessary)

Fortune

Jeopardyl

Late Show

Sign-Off
Metaistrm

Santord

Fall Guy

Comedy
Motorweek

Mowe: "Firewalker"

10:00 1 10:30
Knots Landing

11:00

11:30

12:00

News

Taxi

Journal

Movie: "Perfect Friday"

12:30

Kojak

Knots Landing

nVWt

Night Heat

Cheers

LA. Law

News

Tonight Show

Letterman

Hotel

Buck James

News

Nigntkne

Love Con.

Bless Me

Mystery-

Helmet

Old House

Discoveries Underwater

Mystery!

0. Shadow

Business

8 MUer

Late Show

H'mooner

Santord

Fan Guy

SpeedWeek

Magic Years SportsCtr.

Max Headroom

Batman

Get Smart

H.'sHsrose

Movie: "The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Spoons

Facts of Ufa Family Ties

3 s Co

Movie: "Enter the Dragon"

Sports TrMa SportsCtr.

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Wales Cont Div Final Game Six

TUC Platypus Cove Com d

Business

B. Miser

Simon & Simon

48 Hours

MacNea/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney Ok) House

EtPrl SportsLook

9:30

Simon S Simon

48 Hours

D. Shadow

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Com. Drv. Final Game Five

PMMag

WKRP

H'mooner

News

CBS News

H. Square

Sesqui

Movie: The AHghteT

•

News Cont'd

Metropolitan Opera Presents

Movie: "SOB.

Movie: "Tin Man"

6:30

Just In Time China Beach

Presidents! Debate)

Get Smart

SportsCtr

H s Heroes Gunsmoke

Hooperman

Batman

Fool tor Love Cont d

WKRP

Smothers Brothers

MoltyDodd

11:30

News

News

News Com d

News

0
0

12:30

Journal

Oouston Knights

O

0
0

12:00
Kopk

Stanley Cup Playoffs: Division Final Game Five (It Necessary)

6:00

0
0

11:30
Taxi

Jeopardy

THURSDAY EVENING

o

11:00
News

DeMine

EM SportsLoc*
TMC

10:30

Fortune

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
CBS News
O News

o
0
m

10:00

CBS News

TMC "Ordinaiy People" Cont'd

•
•

9:30

News

EIM SportsLook

o
a
a

9:00

Movie: "Sharing Richard

Molly Dock)

News

Movie: "Eye ol the Tiger

Movie: "A Place in the Sun"

Frontline

Movie

Mak^ rig Mr Right

Sign-Off
Guyana, Cult
Comedy
Battle Of Monster Trucks
42

Things to do today!

Order your resume!
Hair Salon
and
Tanning Studio
434 E. Woost-r
(above) Dairy Qu»n

For Professional Work at
Reasonable Prices Stop in
and See our Samples!
EXPHtES 4/39/M

354-1477
$2 off with this ad

THE COPY SHOP
352-4068

117 E. Court
Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:30

Thanks For Your Patronage
Summer Students
Don't Forget Cable Service is
Available
for the Summer.
Contact Us at 352-8424

WIOT

FM104
SYIVANIA LIMMJMNI StlA^CF
•i ■.,■■■■ M»W lwm»

Welcomes
Robin Trower
WITH SPECIAL GUEST

DQpQGS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27, 1988
TICKETS ONLY $8.00 IN ADVANCE
$10.00 DAY OF SHOW
Doors open at
7:00 p.m.
Show
at 8:00

Doors open at
4 p.m. for happy hour

ZI-TUNE PRODUCTIONS

GLASS CITY BOARDWALK
(419) 838-7825

(419) 866-1933

E7BEO E. BROADWAY

TICKETS ON SALE AT GLASS CITY BOARDWALK. FINDERS RECORDS.
BOOGIE RECORDS, THE SHEDS, AND ABBEY ROADS.

REFLECTION'S (IN FREMONT)

MUST BE 19
AND
HAVE PROPER I.D.

